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Zusammenfassung 

Cellular Immune Responses in Hepatitis Delta Virus Infection  
– Functional Analysis and Clinical Relevance 
 
Jan Grabowski 
 

Die Infektion mit dem Hepatitis D Virus (HDV) führt zur schwerwiegendsten 

Form der virusbedingten Leberentzündung, der Hepatitis Delta. HDV ist ein 

defektes Virus, das ein Protein des Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) für seinen 

Lebenszyklus benötigt. Daher kommt HDV nur in Individuen vor, die auch mit 

HBV infiziert sind. Weltweit sind etwa 15 bis 20 Millionen Menschen von einer 

HDV-Infektion betroffen. Die Rolle des menschlichen Immunsystems in der 

persistierenden Infektion mit HDV ist bisher nur unzureichend erforscht und 

daher kaum verstanden.  

Wir haben verschiedene phänotypische und funktionelle Aspekte des 

Immunsystems bei HDV-infizierten Patienten untersucht. Die zelluläre 

Zusammensetzung des Immunsystems bei Patienten mit chronischer 

Hepatitis Delta war weitgehend unverändert im Vergleich zu Patienten mit 

HBV-Monoinfektion sowie im Vergleich zu gesunden Individuen. Allerdings 

war die Anzahl von CD8-positiven zytotoxischen T-Lymphozyten in HDV-

infizierten Patienten erhöht. Außerdem zeigte sich eine höhere Expression 

des Seneszenzmarkers CD57 auf CD8+ T-Zellen bei Hepatitis Delta-

Patienten. Dieser Befund deutet darauf hin, dass das Immunsystem von 

Patienten mit Hepatitis D-Infektion einer vorzeitigen Alterung unterliegt, die 

erklären könnte, warum das Virus in der Regel nicht durch erfolgreiche 

Immunreaktionen beseitigt wird.  

Die Lymphozyten von HDV-infizierten Patienten haben das Potential, bei 

Stimulation mit Peptiden des Hepatitis Delta-Antigens sowie mit Peptiden der 

HBV-Antigenen Surface, Core und Polymerase zu proliferieren. Diese 

Beobachtung wurde allerdings nur in etwa einem Fünftel der untersuchten 

Patienten in Reaktion auf HDV-Peptide sowie in knapp einem Drittel der 

Patienten in Reaktion auf HBV-Antigene gemacht. Im Gegensatz dazu konnte 

in fast allen Patienten antigen-spezifische Zytokinproduktion und 

Degranulation vom Lymphozyten detektiert werden. Die niedrige Häufigkeit 
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der Proliferationsantworten deutet darauf hin, dass das Immunsystem von 

Hepatitis Delta Patienten beispielsweise durch eine erhöhte Anzahl von 

regulatorischen Zellen gehemmt wird, oder die Immunzellen von HDV-

infizierten Patienten zumindest partiell erschöpft sind und nicht mehr die volle 

funktionelle Kapazität aufweisen. Wir konnten keine signifikant erhöhten 

Anzahlen von regulatorischen T-Zellen oder myeloid derived suppressor cells 

bei Patienten mit Hepatitis Delta nachweisen. Wir haben daher untersucht, ob 

die proliferativen Fähigkeiten von T-Zellen durch Blockade der 

kostimulatorischen Rezeptoren CTLA-4 oder PD-1 wiederhergestellt werden 

können. Dies war in der Mehrheit der untersuchten Patienten der Fall. Dabei 

zeigte sich ein diverses Muster von Rezeptornutzung zwischen den 

verschiedenen Patienten. Eine kombinierte Blockade beider Moleküle war 

dabei nicht effektiver und in vielen Fällen sogar kontraproduktiv. 

Außerdem haben wir die Produktion der Zytokine Interleukin (IL)-2, IL-10, 

Interferon-gamma (IFNg) und Interferon-gamma-induziertes-Protein (IP)-10 in 

einer Gruppe von Hepatitis Delta Patienten vor und während der Therapie mit 

pegyliertem Interferon-alfa untersucht. Wir konnten zeigen, dass eine 

antigensprezifische Zytokinproduktion von Lymphozyten bei HDV-infizierten 

Patienten beobachtet werden kann und hier ein möglicher Zusammenhang 

mit der Viruslast im Serum der Patienten besteht. Im Verlauf der Therapie mit 

PEG-IFN-alfa  war die Zytokinproduktion abgeschwächt. Die überraschend 

hohe Produktion von IP-10 deutet auf eine Aktivierung des endogenen 

Interferon-Systems der Patienten hin. Daraus lässt sich folgern, daß HDV-

spezifische Immunantworten zur Kontrolle des Virus beitragen und 

möglicherweise als Indikator für den Ausgang der Therapie mit Typ-I-Inteferon 

dienen könnten.  

 

Insgesamt wurden neue Einblicke in die Immunpathogenese der Hepatitis 

Delta Virus Infektion gewonnen, die helfen können, Immunmarker zur 

Überwachung des Krankheitsverlaufes und für ein Therapieansprechen zu 

identifizieren. Außerdem wurde eine Grundlage für die Entwicklung 

zukünftiger immunmodulatorischer Behandlungsstrategien der Hepatitis Delta 

geschaffen. 
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Abstract 

Cellular Immune Responses in Hepatitis Delta Virus Infection  
– Functional Analysis and Clinical Relevance 
 
Jan Grabowski 

 

Infection with the hepatits D virus (HDV) leads to delta hepatitis, which is the 

most severe form of virus-caused liver inflammation. HDV is a defective virus 

that needs one protein of HBV for its life cycle. Thus, HDV only occurs in 

individuals that are also infected with HBV. Worldwide, 15 to 20 million people 

are affected by HDV infection. The role of the human immune system in the 

persitent infection with HDV is not well studied so far and therefore hardly 

understood. 

 

We have studied different phenotypical and functional aspects of the immune 

system of HDV-infected patients. The frequencies of cellular subsets of the 

immune system in patients with chronic delta hepatitis were not altered to a 

large extent as compared to HBV-monoinfected patients or healthy 

individuals. However, frequency of CD8-positive cytotoxic lymphocytes was 

elevated in HDV-infected patients. Furthermore, Expression of the the 

senescence marker CD57 was higher on CD8+ T cells in hepatitis delta 

patients. This finding indicates that the immune system in patients with 

hepatitis D infection undergoes premature ageing, which could explain why 

the virus is usually not cleared by successful immune reactions.  

Lymphocytes of HDV-infected patients have the potential to proliferate upon 

stimulation with peptides from the hepatitis delta antigen or peptides of the 

HBV antigens surface, core and polymerase. This observation was only made 

in one fifth of all patients in response to HDV peptides and in one third of the 

patients in response to HBV peptides. In contrast, antigen-specific cytokine 

production and degranulation of lymphocytes could be detected in virtually all 

patients. The low frequency of proliferative responses indicates, for instance, 

that the immune system in hepatitis delta patients is inhibited through an 

elevated number of regulatory cells or immune cells of HDV-infected patients 

are at least partially exhausted and do not exert the full functional capacity. 
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We could not detect significantly elevated numbers of regulatory T cells or 

myeloid derived suppressor cells. We have therefore analysed, if proliferative 

ability of T cells could be restored by blockade of the co-stimulatory receptors 

CTLA-4 or PD-1. This was the case in the majority of patients. We found a 

diverse pattern of receptor usage in different patients. Combined blockade 

was not more effective and in many cases counteractive. 

 

Furthermore, we have studied production of the cytokines interleukin (IL)-2, 

IL-10, interferon-gamma (IFNg) and interferon-inducible-protein (IP)-10 in a 

group of hepatitis delta patients before and during treatment with pegylated 

interferon-alfa. We could show that cytokine production is detectable in 

lymphocytes of HDV-infected patients and that it might have a possible 

correlation with viral load in the serum of patients. During the course of 

therapy, cytokine production was weakened. Surprisingly high levels of IP-10 

indicate an activation of the endogenous interferon-system of the patients. We 

concluded, that HDV-specific immune responses contribute to viral control 

and could possible be an indicator of response to treatment with type-I 

interferons. 

 

Overall, we have gained new insights into the immunopathogenesis of 

hepatitis delta virus infection, which can help to identify immune markers for 

the monitoring of disease progression as well as for the treatment response. 

Furthermore, we have built a foundation for the development of future 

immunomodulatory treatment strategies for hepatitis delta.  
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1. Introduction 

Infection with the hepatitis D virus (HDV) causes hepatitis delta, which is 

considered to be the most severe form of viral hepatitis. HDV is a defective 

virus, using the hepatitis B virus (HBV) surface antigen (HBsAg) as its 

envelope protein, thus hepatitis delta affects only carriers of the HBsAg. Of 

the 350 million people infected with HBV worldwide, 15 to 20 million are 

estimated to be coinfected with HDV, thus hepatitis delta infection represents 

a global health burden. 

1.1. History of hepatitis delta 

The hepatitis delta virus was first described by Mario Rizzetto in 1977. He 

detected a previously unknown antigen-antibody system in liver biopsies of 

HBV-infected patients with severe disease, which was then believed to be an 

unidentified antigen of the hepatitis B virus, and was termed delta antigen 

(Rizzetto et al., 1977). Studies with HBV-infected chimpanzees later proved 

the infectivity of the delta antigen and led to the discovery of the novel 

hepatitis virus (Rizzetto et al., 1980). In 1986, the group of Michael Houghton 

unravelled characteristics of the HDV genome, being composed of circular, 

single-stranded RNA (Wang et al., 1986), shortly after the size and structure 

the virion of HDV was described by Bonino et al. (Bonino et al., 1986). The 

chimpanzee remained an important model during the early virological 

research of HDV infection, for instance the development of persistent infection 

was shown in chimpanzees (Negro et al., 1988). Another animal model to 

study hepatitis delta virology is the Eastern woodchuck. Woodchucks can also 

be infected with a hepatitis virus, the woodchuck hepatitis virus (WHV), which 

has a surface antigen similar to that of HBV (Summers et al., 1978). 

Experimental infection of WHV-positive animals with HDV in vivo was first 

successfully performed in 1984 (Ponzetto et al., 1984), followed by analysis of 

in vitro replication of HDV in primary woodchuck hepatocytes (Taylor et al., 

1987). Only recently, primary human hepatocytes could be infected with 
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hepatitis delta virions assembled with WHV surface antigen (Gudima et al., 

2008).  

1.2. Virology and Life Cycle of HDV 

The hepatitis D virus is the smallest virus known to infect man, with an RNA 

genome of only 1679 base pairs (Taylor, 1999). Lacking any relatives, it is the 

only member of the genus Delta Virus. The genome is circular, single-

stranded and contains one open reading frame (ORF) which encodes for a 

single protein, the hepatitis delta antigen (HDAg). Hepatitis D viral particles 

are approximately 35 nm in diameter, covered by HBsAg and contain HDV 

RNA and HDAg (Bonino et al., 1986). Two isoforms of HDAg exist, the large 

HDAg of 214 amino acids with a molecular weight of 27 kDa, also termed L-

HDAg, and the small HDAg of 195 amino acids and 24 kDa, accordingly 

termed S-HDAg. By post-transcriptional modification, the stop codon at the 

end of the sequence encoding the S-HDAg is altered and the L-HDAg is 

translated from the same ORF (Weiner et al., 1988). This editing takes place 

on the antigenomic RNA strand, an intermediate variant of HDV RNA during 

the virus’ life cycle and is perfomed by the enzyme adenosine deaminase 

acting on RNA (ADAR1) (Wong and Lazinski, 2002). The two proteins of HDV 

have different functions. The small HD antigen, which is translated first, is 

relocated to the nucleus and acts as a positive regulator of viral replication by 

inhibiting transcription of host templates via RNA polymerase (Lo et al., 1998), 

possibly by replacing the cellular factor NELF which is a negative regulator of 

RNA polymerase activity (Yamaguchi et al., 2001). The large HD antigen 

inhibits genome replication (Modahl and Lai, 2000), but is essential for virion 

assembly (Chang et al., 1991).  

 

The mechanism by which HDV enters its target cells, human hepatocytes, is 

not yet identified. Presumably it will utilize the same unidentified purinergic 

receptor that HBV uses, as it is coated with HBsAg particles (Taylor and Han, 

2010). HDV uses the host RNA polymerase II for genome replication, which 

takes place in a rolling circle mechanism, similar to the replication of bacterial 

plasmids (Flores et al., 2011). The circular genome is replicated into a linear, 
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multimeric molecule which is later self-cleaved by autocatalytic activity 

through formation of so-called ribozymes (Lai, 2005). These selfcatalytic RNA 

structures are abundant in nature (Webb et al., 2009). The crystal structure of 

the HDV ribozyme was described in 1998 (Ferre-D'Amare et al., 1998) and 

the search for similar ribozymes lead to the discovery of an HDV-like 

sequence in the human genome, the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element-

binding protein 3, CPEB3 (Salehi-Ashtiani et al., 2006). This indicates that 

HDV might have developed from the human transcriptome. On the other 

hand, HDV does not have similarities with other viruses infecting man or 

animals, but rather shares some features with plant-pathogenic viroids. Plant 

viroids are smaller than HDV and do not contain open reading frames (Taylor 

and Pelchat, 2010). Ultimately, the origin of HDV remains unknown so far. 

 

 

Figure 1: Replication and morphogenesis of hepatitis D virus. (1) Cell entry and uncoating. (2) 
Nuclear import mediated by the nuclear localization signal. (3) Replication of the HDV 
genome. (4) Transcription of the mRNA. (5) Translation of the mRNA to small and large HDAg 
particles at the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER). (6) Association of HDAg particles and RNA. (7) 
Final viral morphogenesis in the Golgi apparatus. (8) Secretion of new viral particles. Figure 
adapted from (Hughes et al., 2011) and (Taylor, 2006). 
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Among the different post-translational modifications of HDAg during the HDV 

life cycle, the prenylation of a C-terminal cysteine of L-HDAg is noteworthy, as 

this modification is crucial for binding of HBsAg and thus virus assembly 

(Glenn et al., 1992). S-HDAg is being phosphorylated to regulate antigenomic 

RNA replication (Hong and Chen, 2010), becomes sumoylated to improve 

genomic RNA and mRNA synthesis (Tseng et al., 2010) and undergoes 

methylation which controls subcellular localization of S-HDAg (Li et al., 2004). 

Assembly of the viral particles starts in the nucleus of the host cell, where 

large and small hepatitis delta antigen associate with HDV RNA molecules. 

After nuclear export, morphogenesis is completed at the Golgi apparatus, 

where the complexes are coated with hepatitis B virus surface antigen to form 

infectious particles, which are finally secreted from the cell via the trans-Golgi 

network (Huang et al., 2009). A schematic overview of important steps of the 

viral replication of HDV is given in Figure 1. 

 

1.3. Geographical distribution and epidemiology of 

hepatitis delta 

Eight different genotypes of hepatitis delta virus have been described so far 

(Le Gal et al., 2006). Between genotypes, the sequence similarity is 60-70%, 

whereas differences can be as much as 15% between subspecies of the 

same genotype. Each genotype has a distinct geographical distribution 

(Figure 2).Genotype I can be found in most parts of the world and is the most 

prevalent one in central Europe, Northern America and central Asia (Shakil et 

al., 1997). Genotype II is the most important HDV genotype in East Asian 

countries and was initially discovered in Japan (Imazeki et al., 1990), while 

genotype III is exclusively found in Central and South America (Casey et al., 

1993), where it is responsible for outbreaks of fulminant hepatitis (Casey et 

al., 1996; Nakano et al., 2001). Genotype IV is the second most prevalent 

genotype in Asia (Chang et al., 2011) and genotypes V to VIII are usually only 

prevalent in African countries (Le Gal et al., 2006; Radjef et al., 2004), though 

recently HDV-VIII was detected in two Brazilian patients (Barros et al., 2011).  
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Figure 2: Global prevalence of hepatitis delta infection and distribution of genotypes of HDV. 
From (Grabowski and Wedemeyer, 2010) 
 

Of the 350 million people worldwide that are infected with hepatitis B virus, 15-

20 million are believed to be coinfected with hepatitis D virus (Wedemeyer 

and Manns, 2010) and HDV infection must therefore be considered a global 

health problem. While systematic vaccination against HBV has also led to a 

decline in HDV prevalence over the last 20 years in Italy (Gaeta et al., 2000) 

or Taiwan (Huo et al., 1997), a continuation of this downwards trend could not 

be observed after 1999 at Hannover Medical School, as 8 to 12% of HBsAg 

carriers tested positive for anti-HDV between 1999 and 2006 (Wedemeyer et 

al., 2007). Also other European centers have reported high HDV prevalences. 

In France the majority of patients are immigrants from African countries (Le 

Gal et al., 2007). Similarly, in Germany the vast majority of HDV patients are 

immigrants, though mainly from Turkey or former Soviet Union states 

(Heidrich et al., 2009). A study from London also identified immigrants as the 

main HDV-infected patient group, followed by intravenous drug users (IVDU) 

(Cross et al., 2008). Thus, IVDU represent another risk group in Central 

Europe as well as in the United States. A recent paper from Baltimore, 

Maryland, described an HDV prevalence of up to 50% in HBsAg-positive 
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IVDU (Kucirka et al., 2010). The high prevalence of HDV infection in IVDU as 

well as in immigrants makes hepatitis delta not only a global health problem, 

but also a local problem in central Europe and Germany. 

 

1.4. Clinical course of HDV infection 

Hepatitis delta virus is causing the most severe form of disease among all 

hepatitis viruses. Dependent on the type of infection, there are two possible 

courses of the disease. Simultaneous coinfection with both HBV and HDV 

might cause fulminant hepatitis, but results in self-limitation and recovery in 

95% of cases (Rizzetto, 2000). On the contrary, the disease course will 

usually be more serious and progress to chronicity in most cases when a 

patient with chronic HBV infection becomes superinfected with HDV (Hughes 

et al., 2011). Chronic hepatitis delta is characterized by more sever liver 

pathogenesis than chronic HBV monoinfection alone, with faster progression 

to fibrosis and earlier development of cirrhosis. Interestingly and in contrast to 

previous reports (Fattovich et al., 2000), hepatic decompensation and not 

necessarily hepatocellular carcinoma was the most frequent clinical event in  

a longitudinal study recently performed at Hannover Medical School (Calle 

Serrano et al., 2009). This finding was also confirmed by an Italian longitudinal 

study (Niro et al., 2010). A recent article investigating HDV coinfection in 

European HIV-infected patients reported an HDV prevalence of 14.5% in 422 

HBsAg-positive HIV carriers. The authors state that HDV coinfection 

increases the risk of liver-related deaths and overall mortality in HIV patients 

without a direct influence on progression to AIDS (Soriano et al., 2011). 

Hepatitis delta virus is not believed to be directly cytopathic but liver damage 

that occurs is rather an immune mediated effect. Activity of liver disease in 

hepatitis delta is independent of HDV viremia (Zachou et al., 2010), but seems 

to be influenced by HDV genotype, as infection with genotype II was shown to 

have a milder course than infection with genotype I (Su et al., 2006), whereas 

genotype III infection accounts for severe outbreaks of fulminant hepatitis 

among the indigenous population in the Amazonas region of South America 

(Casey et al., 1996; Manock et al., 2000; Nakano et al., 2001). Regardless of 
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the genotype, severity of the disease as well as prognosis is worse in HDV 

than in HBV or HCV (Calle Serrano et al., 2009; Fattovich et al., 2000). 

 

1.5. Treatment of HDV infection 

The only available treatment option for hepatitis delta is injection of interferon-

alfa (IFNa) (Hoofnagle and di Bisceglie, 1997). Recombinant interferon (IFN) 

has been used since the 1980s for treatment of hepatitis delta (Rizzetto et al., 

1986), whereas nowadays pegylated interferon (peg-IFN) is being used. 

Addition of polyethylene glycol improves bioavailability (Nucci et al., 1991), 

thus halflife and duration of the effect of the interferon are prolonged, which 

allows weekly administration instead of daily (Wedemeyer et al., 2001a). 

Rates of sustained virological response (SVR), defined by undetectable HDV 

RNA in serum 24 weeks after the end of treatment, of 17% (Erhardt et al., 

2006) to 43% (Castelnau et al., 2006) have been reported. Both 

aforementioned studies confirmed the efficacy and safety of the use of 

pegylated interferon for treatment of hepatitis delta. The so far longest 

prospective and randomized trial investigating pegylated interferon-alfa 

treatment of HDV infection showed SVR rates concerning HDV in 28-31% of 

patients (Wedemeyer et al., 2011).  

Nucleotide or nucleoside analogues, which are commonly used for the 

treatment of HBV, hepatitis C virus (HCV) or hepatitis E virus (HEV) infection, 

have no antiviral effect on HDV, due to the lack of viral enzymatic activity: 

Ribavirin alone proofed to be ineffective against HDV already in 1994 

(Garripoli et al., 1994) and also in combination with interferon in 2006 (Niro et 

al., 2006). Similarly, lamivudine was not beneficial neither as monotherapy 

(Lau et al., 1999) nor in combination with interferon (Wolters et al., 2000). 

Famciclovir demonstrated also no effect against HDV (Yurdaydin et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, a recently published international study testing adefovir-

peginterferon combination therapy versus either drug alone did not find 

adefovir alone to be effective against HDV in terms of viral response, while 

reduction of serum HBsAg levels was improved by combination therapy 

(Wedemeyer et al., 2011). As HDV is dependent on HBsAg for assembly of 
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viral particles, HBsAg negativation can be considered one endpoint of HDV 

treatment as well. In one treatment study in the woodchuck animal model, the 

nucleoside analogue clevudine was able to reduce WHV surface antigen 

levels accompanied by lower HDV RNA levels (Casey et al., 2005). However, 

a small pilot study evaluating treatment of HDV infection with clevudine in 

humans could not reproduce this finding (Yakut et al., 2010). 

 

Table 1: Overview of the most important interferon treatment studies performed in HDV 
infection. 

 

Different steps in the life cycle of the hepatitis D virus could be exploited as 

novel treatment targets. Inhibition of prenylation of the hepatitis delta antigen 

prevents formation of infective viral particles in vitro (Bordier et al., 2002) as 

well as in vivo in a mouse model of HDV infection (Bordier et al., 2003). First 

Reference Substance 
Number  

of patients Summary 

(Rizzetto et al., 
1986) 

recombinant 
interferon-alfa 

6 First evaluation of safety and 
efficacy of treatmen with 
recombinant IFN. Virological 
and biochemical response in 5 
of 6 patients. 
 

(Erhardt et al., 
2006) 

pegylated interferon-
alfa 

12 Pilot study for the use of peg-
IFN in HDV treatment. 
Virological response in 17% of 
patients, strong ALT reduction 
in both responder and non-
responder patients. 
 

(Castelnau et al., 
2006) 

pegylated interferon-
alfa 

14 Evaluation of safety and 
efficacy of peg-IFN for HDV 
treatment. Virological response 
in 43% of patients and 
biochemical response in 57%. 
 

(Wolters et al., 
2000) 

Interferon plus 
lamivudine 

8 Combination therapy with 
interferon and lamivduine. No 
positive effect of lamivudine. 
 

(Niro et al., 2006) Interferon plus 
ribavirin 

38 Combination therapy of HDV 
infection with interferon and 
ribavirin. No additional effect of 
ribavirin 
 

(Wedemeyer et al., 
2011) 

Interferon plus 
adefovir 

90 Comparison of peg-IFN plus 
Adefovir versus either drug 
alone. No effect on HDV 
replication of Adefovir alone, no 
additional effect in combination 
with interferon. 
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treatment trials investigating prenylation inhibitors in humans have recently 

started (www.clinicaltrials.gov).  

De novo infection with HDV of human hepatocytes in humanised mice could 

be prevented by use of the novel HBV entry inhibitor Myrcludex-B 

(Lutgehetmann et al., 2011), which is in preclinical development (Urban et al., 

2010). Despite these promising new drugs, currently the choice of treatment 

options for HDV infection is very limited and response rates are poor. A better 

understanding of immunological processes during HDV infection could 

therefore help to improve current treatment strategies. 

 

1.6. The immune system and viral infections 

Immune responses to viral infections involve various mechanisms of the 

immune system, both from the innate and adaptive arms.  

Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) are being detected by so-

called pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs) (Medzhitov and Janeway, 1998). 

These PAMPs can be antigens such as the DNA of HBV, double-stranded 

RNA which is intermediately present during replication or non-structural (NS) 

proteins of HCV. Activation of the PRRs triggers a signaling cascade which 

leads to the secretion of type I interferons, predominantly interferon-alpha 

(García-Sastre and Biron, 2006). IFNs activate a large variety of genes, the 

interferon stimulated genes (ISGs), through the JAK-STAT signaling pathway. 

While some ISG products are PRRs themselves, a number of others have a 

direct antiviral effect (Sadler and Williams, 2008; Schoggins et al., 2011). IFNa 

also influences cells of the innate immune system, such as dendritic cells 

(DCs) and natural killer (NK) cells. DCs have two important roles in the 

immune system, processing and presentation of antigen on the one hand, and 

on the other hand they are the main producers of IFNa. NK cells recognize 

transformed cells, in case of hepatitis virus-infected hepatocytes, through their 

altered expression of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I 

(Ljunggren and Karre, 1990). The main function of NK cells is “killing” of target 

cells through different contact-dependent mechanisms. Due to a relative 

resistance of hepatocytes to perforin-mediated lysis (Kafrouni et al., 2001), the 
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main route of NK cell action is via tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related 

apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL). Furthermore, NK cells produce and 

secrete a number of cytokines. Among those, interferon-gamma (IFNg), which 

is the sole member of the family of type II interferons, stimulates and activates 

cells of the adaptive immune system and exerts a direct antiviral function 

(Guidotti et al., 1999).  

The adaptive immune system is characterized by specificity for distinct 

antigens and the formation of the immunological memory, which allows a 

faster response upon reexposure to a known antigen. It consists of two major 

classes of cells: B cells, which maturate in the bone marrow and T cells, which 

also derive from the bone marrow, but mature in the thymus. B cells produce 

and secrete antibodies and therefore have an important role in the immune 

memory. There are two major distinct groups of T cells, the so-called T helper 

(Th) cells and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). These two populations can be 

distinguished by expression of distinct surface molecules, the clusters of 

differentiation (CD). While all T cells are positive for CD3, cytotoxic T cells 

express CD8 and T helper cells express CD4. CD4+ Th cells produce and 

secrete cytokines that on the one hand stimulate B cells to produce antibodies 

and aid CTLs to exert their cytotoxic action against infected cells on the other 

hand. A special population of CD4+ Th cells are the regulatory T cells (Treg), 

which produce certain cytokines that have an inhibiting effect on other 

immune cells. CD8+ cytotoxic lymphocytes recognize infected cells through 

their T cell receptor, which is specific for certain epitopes of an antigen and 

subsequently eliminate these cells through different mechanisms. 

 

1.6.1. Cellular immunology of hepatitis C virus infection 

More than 120 million people worldwide are infected with the hepatitis C virus 

(Shepard et al., 2005). Spontaneous clearance of HCV infection in the acute 

phase is rare, up to 70% of patients develop persistent infection (Hoofnagle, 

2002; Wiegand et al., 2008). The contribution of the immune system to viral 

control in HCV infection is well studied and it is widely accepted that T cells, 

as well as NK cells play a major role (Rehermann, 2009). Resolution of acute 

HCV infection has been shown to be associated with strong CD4+ T cell 
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responses (Aberle et al., 2006; Diepolder et al., 1995) as well as CD8+ CTLs 

(Cooper et al., 1999), while HCV-specific CD8+ T cells can be detected in the 

blood of patients regardless of the outcome (Kaplan et al., 2007). These CTLs 

are of an activated phenotype, but show a reduced IFNg production (Lechner 

et al., 2000b; Thimme et al., 2001b; Wedemeyer et al., 2002). T cell 

responses in HCV infection are usually targeted against distinct human 

leukocyte antigen (HLA)-restricted epitopes, for example the HLA-A2 

restricted epitope 1073 of the non-structural (NS) protein 3 of HCV 

(Cucchiarini et al., 2000). During the chronic course of the disease, antigen-

specific cells show impaired effector functions such as IFNg-production and 

proliferation (Wedemeyer et al., 2002). This loss of effector functions due to 

constant exposure to antigen is called T cell exhaustion and was first 

described in a mouse model (Wherry et al., 2003). T cell exhaustion is 

associated with the upregulation of the surface molecule programmed death 

(PD)-1 (Golden-Mason et al., 2007) and can be partly restored in vitro by 

blocking of the PD-1 pathway (Nakamoto et al., 2008). Besides T cell 

exhaustion, the high mutation rate of the RNA virus HCV and the resulting 

immune escape is another explanation for lack of viral control in persistent 

HCV (Cox et al., 2005; Dazert et al., 2009). The high variability of the HCV 

genome has also prevented the successful development of a protective 

vaccine until now (Houghton, 2011). Chronic hepatitis C virus infection is 

treated with pegylated interferon-alpha in combination with ribavirin (Sarrazin 

et al., 2010) and novel direct antivirals against HCV hve recently reached the 

market with the approval of first HCV protease inhibitors (Ciesek and Manns, 

2011). The immunomodulatory effect of IFNa during therapy has been 

debated. While an improval of T cell responses during treatment was 

postulated in earlier publications (Cramp et al., 2000), later studies presented 

evidence for a negative effect of IFNa treatment on HCV-specific T cell 

responses detectable in the peripheral blood (Rahman et al., 2004; Wiegand 

et al., 2007). Recently, our group could show that TRAIL on NK cells is 

upregulated in patients with HCV undergoing PEG-IFNa therapy and that this 

upregulation has an effect on virus control (Stegmann et al., 2010).  
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1.6.2. Cellular immunology of hepatitis B virus infection 

The estimated global number of individuals infected with the hepatitis B virus 

is 350 million (World Health Organisation, 2008). HBV has eight genotypes, A 

to H, which differ in their geographical distribution (Kramvis et al., 2005). 

Acute HBV infection is often self-limiting and results in clearance in 90% of the 

cases, accompanied by the development of protective antibodies which 

guarantee lifelong immunity to reinfection. HBV infection lacks the early 

induction of type I-interferons and thus the expression of ISGs in chimpanzees 

(Wieland et al., 2004). Clearance of HBV from infected hepatocytes takes 

place in a non-cytolytic manner before the peak of CD8+ T cell infiltration to 

the liver (Guidotti et al., 1999). Cytotoxic responses by CD8+ T cells have 

been detected against HLA-A2 restricted epitopes from all HBV proteins: the 

core protein (Bertoletti et al., 1991), the HBV surface antigen, (Nayersina et 

al., 1993), the HBV polymerase (Rehermann et al., 1995) as well as the HBx 

antigen (Hwang et al., 2002). Twenty-nine of 44 known HLA class I epitopes 

of hepatitis B virus are restricted to HLA-A2 (Desmond et al., 2008), which is 

the most frequent HLA type in Caucasians. One well-characterized 

immunodominant epitope of HBV is the HLA-A2 restricted epitope core 18-27 

(Bertoletti et al., 1997). Strong T cell responses can be detected against this 

and other epitopes in the acute phase of HBV infection (Maini et al., 1999). 

Clearance of acute HBV infection is mediated by CD8+ T cells in the 

chimpanzee model (Thimme et al., 2003). In the chronic phase, responses are 

usually much weaker and contribute to viral control as well as the induction of 

liver damage by lysis of infected hepatocytes (Maini et al., 2000). Treatment of 

chronic hepatitis B is well established (Cornberg et al., 2011) and consists of 

either IFNa therapy or administration of HBV polymerase inhibitors. Whether 

pegylated interferon-alpha or mono- or combination-therapy with direct 

antiviral drugs is used depends on the individual patient. The commonly used 

nucleotide analogue lamivudine (LMV) has been shown to have a positive 

effect on T cell immunity through reduction of viral load (Boni et al., 1998; Boni 

et al., 2003). Lamivudine treatment also selects for a mutation within the 

YMDD motif of the HBV polymerase which leads to drug resistance of the 

virus (Ling et al., 1996). Interestingly, T cell recognition of the HLA-A2 
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restricted epitope 202-210, which contains the aforementioned YMDD motif, is 

not impaired in individuals that respond to LMV treatment (Lin et al., 2005). 

Reduction of viral load has been associated with reduction of Treg frequency 

(Stoop et al., 2007), improved function of dendritic cells (van der Molen et al., 

2006) and NK cells (Tjwa et al., 2011) as well as enhanced CD4+ T cell 

responses (Cooksley et al., 2008). In single cases, improved CD8+ T cell 

responses have been described during antiviral therapy of HBV (Wursthorn et 

al., 2010). 

 

1.6.3. Immunology of hepatitis delta infection 

Immunology of HDV infection is far less studied than that of HBV or HCV 

infection. An overview of the major immunological studies in hepatitis delta is 

given in Table 2. Like HCV and HBV (Rehermann and Nascimbeni, 2005), 

HDV is not believed to have a direct cytopathic effect (Guilhot et al., 1994). 

Little is known about the early activation of the immune system in hepatitis 

delta. While no comprehensive studies on ISG activation have been 

performed, there is evidence that HDV interferes with the innate immunity, as 

the hepatitis delta virus has been shown to inhibit IFNa signaling in vitro. This 

occurs via blocking the activation of the molecule Tyk2, which is part of the 

JAK-STAT pathway (Pugnale et al., 2009). Preventing the early interferon 

response may account for the successful establishment of persistent infection. 

Furthermore this could be an explanation for the weak response rates to 

treatment with exogenous interferon-alpha.  

Antibodies against the hepatitis delta antigen can be detected in the blood of 

patients with both acute and chronic infection (Rizzetto et al., 1979). They do 

not provide protective immunity though, as previously infected chimpanzees 

could be reinfected with HDV despite the presence of antibodies (Negro et al., 

1989). Antibodies induced by DNA vaccination in woodchucks do also not 

protect the animals from hepatitis delta virus infection (Fiedler et al., 2001). 

Studies on the role of cellular immunology in HDV infection are scarce. 

Knowledge of immunodominant epitopes is crucial to analyze virus-specific 

immune responses. Still, as of today only two groups have identified T cell 

epitopes of the HDAg. Four different MHC class II restricted epitopes where 
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discovered in a screening of T helper cells from eight HDV-infected patients 

by Nisini and colleagues (Nisini et al., 1997). The same group later revealed 

that the origin of these epitopes is extracellular processing. The impact of this 

finding on the immunopathology of HDV was not clarified though 

(Accapezzato et al., 1998). Another study regarding the role of T helper cells 

in HDV infection has focused on cytotoxic CD4+ lymphocytes in viral hepatitis 

(Aslan et al., 2006). The frequency of perforin positive CD4 T cells was higher 

in HDV-infected patients than in individuals with HBV or HCV and correlated 

with elevated levels of aspartate transaminase (AST) and decreased platelet 

numbers, which can serve as a marker for strength of liver disease. While 

cytotoxic CD8+ lymphocytes play a pivotal role in the clearance of viral 

infections, including HBV and HCV, no comprehensive studies on the role of 

CTLs in HDV infection have been performed so far. By in silico epitope 

prediction, a Taiwanese group identified two HLA-A2-restricted epitopes of the 

HDAg (Huang et al., 2004). CD8+ T cells specific for the predicted peptides 

could be detected in HLA-A2-transgenic mice after DNA vaccination with a 

plasmid encoding the HDAg. In two out of four HLA-A2 positive patients with 

resolved HDV infection, epitope specific and functional CTLs could also be 

detected. The authors proposed the possible application of the immunogenic 

epitopes as a therapeutic vaccine to boost immune control of the infection. 

However, no therapeutic or protective vaccine against HDV has been 

developed so far. One study performed in woodchucks evaluated a DNA-

based vaccine against HDV that was able to induce anti-HDV antibody 

production as well as T cell proliferation in response to stimulation of 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) with HDAg peptides. 

Nevertheless, the vaccinated animals did not show protective immunity when 

challenged with HDV (Fiedler et al., 2001). Further vaccination studies have 

been performed in mice. Though mice are not susceptible for HBV of HCV 

infection of the liver in the natural way, the animals can be inoculated with a 

DNA plasmid encoding for the sequence of the hepatitis delta antigen. 

Through DNA vaccination, both CD4+ (Huang et al., 2000) and CD8+ T cell 

responses (Mauch et al., 2001) have been induced.  
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Table 2: Overview of important studies in the field of HDV immunology. 

Reference System / Organism Main finding 

(Rizzetto et al., 1979) HDV-infected patients 
Presence of antibodies against 
HDAg in serum of HDV 
patients 

(Negro et al., 1989) Chimpanzees 
Antibodies do not mount 
protective immunity against 
reinfection with HDV 

(Guilhot et al., 1994) Mice 
HDAg expressed in transgenic 
mice does not have a 
cytopathic effect 

(Nisini et al., 1997) HDV-infected patients 
Discovery of four MHC class II 
restricted epitopes of HDAg 

(Accapezzato et al., 1998) 
Human T cell clones and 
autologous B cell lines 
from an HDV patient 

Intracellular processing is not 
necessary for the generation 
of one of the CD4-specific 
epitopes of HDAg 

(Huang et al., 2000) Mice 
Induction of CD4+ T cell 
responses by a DNA vaccine 

(Fiedler et al., 2001) Woodchucks 

DNA vaccine could induce 
antibodies production as well 
as T cell responses, but no 
protective immunity 

(Mauch et al., 2001) Mice 
Induction of CD8+ T cell 
responses by DNA vaccine 

(Huang et al., 2004) 
(Huang et al., 2000) 

In silico, mice and HDV-
resolved patients 

Identification of two HLA-A2-
restricted epitopes of HDAg 

(Aslan et al., 2006) HDV-infected patients 
High frequency of perforin-
positive CD4 T cells in the 
blood of HDV-infected patients 

(Pugnale et al., 2009) Human hepatoma cells 
Hepatitis delta antigen inhibits 
interferon-signalling 

 

It is important to consider that HDV-infected patients are always coinfected 

with HBV, thus the immune system is dealing with two infections at the same 

time. While HDV has been shown to be virologically dominant and able to 

suppress HCV replication in HCV-HBV-HDV triple infected patients (Deterding 

et al., 2009; Wedemeyer et al., 2001b), the virological interplay between HBV 

and HDV and the resulting dominance patterns seem to be rather complex 

(Schaper et al., 2010). The role of HBV in HDV pathogenesis should not be 

underestimated (Wedemeyer, 2010) and the same probably holds true for the 
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immunology of hepatitis delta. However, no study has yet investigated HBV-

specific immune responses in patients with hepatitis D virus coinfection. 
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1.7. Aims of the thesis 

The role of immune responses in chronic hepatitis delta is not well 

characterized. According to observations from other persistent viral infections 

we hypothesized that distinct cellular immune responses against HDV are 

associated with control of viral replication and disease activity. 

 

The aim of this thesis was therefore to perform a comprehensive analysis of 

immune responses during persistent HDV infection. In particular, several key 

questions should be addressed: 

 

1. What are the frequencies and phenotypes of various lymphocyte 

populations in the blood of HDV-infected patients? Do they differ from 

those found in healthy individuals or patients with HBV monoinfection? 

Are lymphocyte frequencies associated with virological and 

biochemical markers of disease activity? 

2. Are lymphocytes of HDV-infected patients able to proliferate, to exert 

cytotoxicity or to produce cytokines upon stimulation with HDAg-

derived peptides? Are these functionalities of lymphocytes of HDV-

infected patients impaired? Can proliferative function be restored by 

interfering with costimulatory receptors? 

3. Which cytokine responses can be detected during treatment of 

hepatitis delta with interferon-alfa and how do they change over the 

course of treatment? Can cytokine responses be correlated with 

treatment outcome? 

 

Overall, the aim of this thesis was to obtain a better understanding of the 

immunopathogenesis of hepatitis delta infection. In addition, we aimed to 

identify immunological markers of disease progression as well as markers of 

response to current standard treatment with type-I interferons. Finally, the 

data should explore possible strategies for future novel immunomodulatory 

therapies of HDV infection. 
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2. Abbreviations 

 

°C   Degrees Celsius 

APC   Allophycocyanin 

BSA   Bovine Serum Albumine 

CBA   Cytometric Bead Array 

CD   Cluster of Differentiation 

CFSE  Carboxyfluorescein Succinimidyl Esther 

CTL   Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte 

CTLA-4  Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte Antigen-4 

DMSO  Dimethyl Sulfoxide 

D-PBS  Dulbecco's PBS 

ELISA  Enzyme-linked Immunsorbent Assay 

FACS  Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting 

FCS   Fetal calf serum 

FITC  Fluorescein Isothiocyanate 

g   Gravitational Acceleration 

h   Hour(s) 

HBcAg  Hepatitis B Virus Core Antigen 

HBeAg  Hepatitis B Virus Envelope Antigen 

HBsAg  Hepatitis B Virus Surface Antigen 

HBpol  Hepatitis B Virus Polymerase 

HBV   Hepatitis B Virus 

HCV   Hepatitis C Virus 

HDAg  Hepatitis Delta Antigen 

HDV   Hepatitis Delta Virus 

HEV   Hepatitis E Virus 

HIV   Human Immonodeficiency Virus 

IFN   Interferon 

IL   Interleukin 

IP   Interferon-inducible Protein 

MDSC  Myeloid Derived Suppressor Cell 
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min   Minute(s) 

mL   Millilitre 

µL   Microlitre 

NK   Natural killer (cell) 

ns   Not Significant 

p   Probability 

PBMC  Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells 

PBS   Phosphate Buffered Saline 

PD-1  Programmed Death-1 

PDL-1  Programmed Death Ligand-1 

PE   Phycoerythrin 

RCF   Relative Centrifugal Force 

RPMI  Roswell Park Memorial Institute 

SI   Stimulation Index 

TNF   Tumour Necrosis Factor 

Treg   Regulatory T Cell 

U   Unit 
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3. Methods  

3.1. Isolation and cryopreservation of PBMC 

Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from whole blood was 

performed by ficoll density gradient centrifugation. Up to 25 mL of blood from 

a patient or healthy donor were pooled in a conical 50mL tube (Sarstedt, 

Nümbrecht, Germany). Blood was diluted up to a total volume of 35 mL with 

PBS (pH 7.2, diluted from 10x D-PBS, Gibco/Invitrogen, NY, USA). Fifteen mL 

of ficoll (Biocoll, Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany) were pipetted into a second 

50 mL tube and the diluted blood was slowly and carefully layered over the 

ficoll with a serological pipette. To separate the different components of the 

blood by density, the samples were centrifuged for 15 minutes with an RCF of 

1000g without brake to allow a slow reduction of speed and maintain the layer 

separation. After centrifugation, 15 mL of the topmost serum layer were 

discarded, the lymphocyte layer was transferred to a new 50 mL tube and 

washed by addition of 50 mL PBS and centrifugation for 5 min at 800g. After 

washing, the cell pellet was resuspended in 10 mL of erythrocyte lysis buffer 

and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes to lyse red blood cells. 

After lysis, cells were again washed and counted with a Cellometer Vision 

automated cell counter (Nexcellom, MA, USA). Cells were resuspended in 

freezing medium (60% FCS, 30% RPMI medium, 10% DMSO) at a density of 

15-20*106 cells per 1 mL. One mL was transferred to each 1.8 mL cryotube 

(Sarstedt). Cryotubes were placed in a 4°C precoole d Mr Frosty freezing 

container (Nalgene, Thermo Fisher Scientific, NY, USA), which was then 

placed into the -80°C freezer. After 24h, freezing tubes were transferred to the 

liquid nitrogen tank for long-term storage. 

 

3.2. Thawing of PBMC 

Careful thawing of the cells is essential to receive viable cells. Cryotubes with 

frozen cells were briefly warmed in a warm water bath before 1 mL of PBS 
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was added to the cells in a drop-wise manner. The diluted cell suspension 

was transferred to a 15 mL tube, 1 mL of PBS was added drop by drop each 

minute for 10 minutes. In between the addition of PBS, the tube was carefully 

agitated. Cells were then washed once by centrifugation for 5 min at 800g and 

washing was repeated with 15 mL of PBS. After washing, cells were counted 

and resuspended in the appropriate volume of FACS buffer (2% FCS in PBS) 

or medium for the desired cell concentration. 

 

3.3. Proliferation assay 

One well established method to measure cell proliferation is the 3H-thymidine 

proliferation assay. Cells are incubated with radioactive labelled thymidine, 

which they incorporate into their DNA upon cell division. Measuring the 

amount of incorporated radioactivity allows the calculation of cell proliferation. 

Cryopreserved PBMC were thawed and counted. 5x104 cells were cultivated 

in a 96 well round bottom plate (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) in 200 µL 

RPMI 1640 medium containing L-Glutamine (Gibco/Invitrogen, NY, USA) 

supplemented with 10% human AB serum (PAA Laboratories GmbH, 

Pasching, Austria) and 100U/mL penicillin-streptomycin (Biochrom AG, Berlin, 

Germany). Cells were stimulated with fifty-one 15mer peptides (ProImmune 

Ltd, Oxford, UK) overlapping by 11 amino acids representing the entire 

hepatitis delta antigen (Table 3) or the HBV surface antigen (HBsAg), HBV 

core antigen (HBcAg) or HBV polymerase (HBpol). Peptides had an average 

purity of >86% according to the manufacturer’s information. Each peptide was 

dissolved at a concentration of 20 mg/mL in DMSO (Sigma, St. Louis, USA). 

Peptides were pooled to five pools each containing 10 or 11 peptides 

respectively. PBMC were stimulated with a final concentration of 5 µg/mL per 

well, final DMSO concentration per well did not exceed 0.5%. Proliferation 

experiments were performed in triplicates.  

On day 5 of the cultivation, 100 µL of cell culture supernatant were removed 

and stored at -20°C for CBA analysis. Cells were th en pulsed with 0.5 µCi of 

[methyl-3H]-Thymidine (TRK 120, Amersham/GE Healthcare, Munich, 

Germany) in 100 µL fresh medium and incubated for 16 to 18 hours overnight.  
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Table 3: Composition and peptide sequences of the HDAg peptide pools* 

Pool Peptide Amino acids Sequence 

A 1 1-15 MSRSESKKNRGGREE 

 2 5-19 ESKKNRGGREEILEQ 

 3 9-23 NRGGREEILEQWVNG 

 4 13-27 REEILEQWVNGRKKL 

 5 17-31 LEQWVNGRKKLEELE 

 6 21-35 VNGRKKLEELERDLR 

 7 25-39 KKLEELERDLRKIKK 

 8 29-43 ELERDLRKIKKKIKK 

 9 33-47 DLRKIKKKKIKKLEDE 

 10 37-51 IKKKIKKLEDENPWL 

B 11 41-55 IKKLEDENPWLGNIK 

 12 45-59 EDENPWLGNIKGILG 

 13 49-63 PWLGNIKGILGKKDK 

 14 53-67 NIKGILGKKDKDGEG 

 15 57-71 ILGKKDKDGEGAPPA 

 16 61-75 KDKDGEGAPPAKRAR 

 17 65-79 GEGAPPAKRARTDQM 

 18 69-83 PPAKRARTDQMEIDS 

 19 73-87 RARTDQMEIDSGPRK 

 20 77-91 DQMEIDSGPRKRPLR 

C 21 81-95 IDSGPRKRPLRGGFS 

 22 85-99 PRKRPLRGGFSDKER 

 23 89-103 PLRGGFSDKERQDHR 

 24 93-107 GFSDKERQDHRRRKA 

 25 97-111 KERQDHRRRKALENK 

 26 101-115 DHRRRKALENKRKQL 

 27 105-119 RKALENKRKQLAGGG 

 28 109-123 ENKRKQLAGGGKSLS 

 29 113-127 KQLAGGGKSLSKEEE 

 30 117-131 GGGKSLSKEEEEELK 

D 31 121-135 SLSKEEEEELKRLTE 

 32 125-139 EEEEELKRLTEEDER 

 33 129-143 ELKRLTEEDERRERR 

 34 133-147 LTEEDERRERRVAGP 

 35 137-151 DERRERRVAGPQVGG 

 36 141-155 ERRVAGPQVGGVNPL 

 37 145-159 AGPQVGGNPLEGGS 

 38 149-163 VGGVNPLEGGSRGAP 

 39 153-167 NPLEGGSRGAPGGGF 

 40 157-171 GGSRGAPGGGFVPSM 

E 41 161-175 GAPGGFVPSMQGVP 

 42 165-179 GGFVPSMQGVPESPF 

 43 169-184 PSMQGVPESPFTRHG 

 44 174-187 GVPESPFTRHGEGLD 

 45 177-191 SPFTRHGEGLDVRGG 

 46 181-195 RHGEGLDVRGGQGFP 

 47 185-199 GLDVRGGQGFPWDIL 

 48 189-203 RGGQGFPWDILFPSD 

 49 193-207 GFPWDILFPSDPPFS 

 50 197-211 DILFPSDPPFSPQSC 

 51 201-214 FPSDPPFSPQSCRPQ 

*Peptide sequence derived from a Genotype I HDAg consensus sequence 
 
On the next day, cells were harvested from the plates by means of an Inotech 

Cell Harvester (Inotech AG, Dottikon, Switzerland) and transferred to filter 

mats (Filtermat A, GF/C, Perkin Elmer Life and Analytical Science Inc., 

Rodgau, Germany). Filters were moistened with 3 mL scintillation fluid 

(Betaplate Scint, Perkin Elmer), sealed in sample bags (Perkin Elmer) and 

3H-Thymidine incorporation was measured in a 1450 MicroBeta TriLux liquid 
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scintillation counter (Wallac, Turku, Finland). Stimulation index was defined as 

Thymidine incorporation in stimulated sample / Thymidine incorporation in 

unstimulated sample (DMSO-only control). Only SI >= 2 were considered 

positive. This cut-off was determined in a previous study of our laboratory 

(Wiegand et al., 2004) . 

 

3.4. Cytometric bead array 

Cytometric Bead Array (CBA) human soluble protein Flex Sets (BD 

Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany) were used to measure the concentrations 

of the cytokines interleukin (IL)-2, IL-10, interferon (IFN)-gamma and 

interferon-inducible protein (IP)-10. 

The cytometric bead array is a FACS-based method to measure 

concentrations of several soluble cytokines simultaneously. Capture beads 

specific for each analyte are binding the target molecules first and are 

afterwards labelled with detection reagent. The detection reagent is 

conjugated with the fluorochrome PE and can therefore be recognized by the 

flow cytometer. Specific clustering parameters of the capture beads allow 

identification of the analytes, while the respective PE-fluorescence intensity is 

used to determine their concentration. According to the manufacturer’s 

instructions, cell culture supernatants or patient’s sera were incubated with 

premixed capture beads for 1h at room temperature. Incubation was 

continued for 2h after addition of PE detection reagent. Following washing, 

samples were analysed on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, 

Heidelberg, Germany). Cytokine concentrations were calculated with the 

FCAP Array software (SoftFlow Ltd., Hungary). Criterion for assay positivity 

was cytokine release in respective sample at least two-fold higher than in the 

corresponding DMSO control. 
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3.5. Surface staining and flow cytometrical analysis 

Cells can be phenotyped by staining of surface molecules with antibodies 

labelled with fluorescent dyes (Herzenberg et al., 1976). 0.5*106 cells were 

added to a 96 well V bottom microtitre plate (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) 

and washed with FACS buffer (0.5% FCS in PBS). Mastermixes of the 

different antibodies (Table 4) were prepared in the appropriate concentrations 

in FACS buffer. Stainings were performed in a total staining volume of 20µL 

per well. Cells were incubated for 15 minutes in the dark at 4°C and 

subsequently washed twice with FACS buffer. Cells were transferred into 

FACS tubes (BD Falcon, Becton Dickinson, NJ, USA) and analysed on a BD 

FACS Calibur or a BD FACS Canto II flow cytometer. Analysis of FACS data 

was performed with the FlowJo software (Treestar Inc., OR, USA). The 

selection of antibodies used for phenotyping was based on biological function 

of the antigen, availability of reliable antibodies as well as previous work on 

other hepatitis viruses in our laboratory. Exemplary gating is illustrating in 

Figure 3. 
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Table 4: List of all antibodies used in this study with conjugate, antigen, clone and company. 

Conjugate Antigen 
Marker for/ 
Function 

Clone Company 

FITC CD107a Degranulation H4A3 BD Bioscience 

 CD107b Degranulation H4B4 BD Bioscience 

 CD14 Monocytes M5E2 BS Bioscience 

 CD3 T cells UCHT1 BD Bioscience 

 CD38 Activation HIT2 BD Bioscience 

 CD57 Senescence IM0466U Beckman Coulter 

 CD279 (PD-1) Exhaustion MIH4 BD Bioscience 

PE CD4 T helper cells RPA-T4 BD Bioscience 

 CD8 Cytotoxic T cells RPA-T8 BD Bioscience 

 HLA-DR MDSCs L243(G46-6) BD Bioscience 

 IP-10 Cytokine 6D4/D6/G2 BD Bioscience 

 TRAIL NK cytotoxicity RIK-2 BD Bioscience 

PE-Cy5 CD3 T cells UCHT1 BD Bioscience 

 CD4 T helper cells RPA-T4 BD Bioscience 

 CD25 IL-2 receptor M-A251 BD Bioscience 

 CD244 (2B4) Co-stimulation IM2658 Beckman Coulter 

PE-Cy7 CD8 Cytotoxic T cells RPA-T8 BD Bioscience 

 CD14 Monocytes M5E2 BD Bioscience 

 CD19 B cells HIB19 BD Bioscience 

 CD56 NK cells B159 BD Bioscience 

APC CD3 T cells UCHT1 BD Bioscience 

 CD4 T helper cells RPA-T4 BD Bioscience 

 CD56 NK cells NCAM16.2 BD Bioscience 

 CD161 NK cell receptor 191B8 Miltenyi 

 TNF Cytokine MAb11 BD Bioscience 

AlexaFluor 
647 

CD127 regulatory T cells hIL-7R-M21 BD Bioscience 

APC 
eFluor780 

CD8 Cytotoxic T cells RPA-T8 eBioscience 

Purified CTLA-4 Co-stimulation BNI3 BD Bioscience 

 PDL-1 Ligand of PD-1 MIH1 eBioscience 
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Figure 3: Overview of the gatings applied in the FACS analyis. (A) Lymphocyte gating by 
FSC-SSC, first gating step for all samples but MDSCs. (B) Lymphocytes stained and gated for 
CD4 and CD8 (left) or CD3 and CD56. (C) Gating of regulatory T cells: Lymphocytes gated for 
CD4 and the resulting subpopulation gated on CD25+CD127low. (D) Staining and gating of 
MDSCs. Initial gate differing from (A) to include monocytes, subpopulation stained and gated 
for CD14+ and low expression of HLA-DR. (E) Gating of the markers CD38, CD57, CD161, 
2B4 and PD-1 on CD8+ cells. 
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3.6. Blocking of the co-stimulatory receptors CTLA-4 and 

PD-1  

Proliferative function of immune cells can be partially restored by blocking of 

the signalling pathways mediated through the molecules CTLA-4 and PD-1 

(Suneetha et al., 2011).  

After thawing, PBMC were washed with PBS-BSA (1%BSA in PBS) and 

subsequently resuspended in a density of 107 cells/mL in PBS-BSA. Cells 

were labelled with 4 µM of the fluorescent dye CFSE for 7 min at 37°C in a 

water bath. Labelling was stopped by the addition of double volume ice cold 

FCS and 5 min incubation on ice. The labelled cells were washed twice with 

PBS and resuspended in AB medium. 0.5*106 cells in 200 µL medium were 

stimulated with overlapping peptide pools as described above in a 96 well 

plate. For each pool as well as the negative control containing only 0.5% 

DMSO, 4 different conditions were set up: without blocking antibodies, with 

5µg/mL anti-CTLA-4 (BD), with 5µg/mL anti-PDL-1 (eBioscience) and with 

both a-CTLA-4 and a-PDL-1. Cells were kept in culture for 5 days at 

37°C/5%CO 2, stained with fluorescence-labelled anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 

antibodies and analysed on a FACS Canto II. Proliferation of the cells was 

measured by reduction of CFSE fluorescence. Stimulation indices were 

calculated by dividing of the percentages of CFSE-negative cells of the 

stimulated conditions with the percentage of CFSE-negative cells of the 

respective DMSO control condition. A stimulation index >2 was considered a 

positive response. 

 

3.7. Intracellular cytokine staining 

In order to determine cytokine production on a cellular basis and to identify the 

cytokine-producing cell subsets, intracellular cytokine staining was performed 

as previously described (Suneetha et al., 2009). Cells were stimulated with 

peptide pools for 24 hours and for additional 16 hours in the presence of 2 

µg/mL Brefeldin A (Sigma). Intracellular staining was performed using the 
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Cytofix/Cytoperm Kit (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, USA). Before fixation, 

surface staining was performed for the lineage markers CD4, CD8, CD14 and 

CD56. Cells were then fixed with 90 µL of Cytofix solution per well for 20 

minutes at 4°C. Afterwards, cells were washed and p ermeabilised thrice with 

Perm/Wash buffer and subsequently, intracellular staining for IP-10 was 

performed. After washing, the cells were analysed on a BD FACSCalibur flow 

cytometer. Data analysis was done with the FlowJo software (TreeStar Inc., 

OR, USA). 

 

3.8. Degranulation assay 

Cytotoxic effector function of T cells can be analysed by staining of CD107, 

which is released from granules inside the cell to the cell surface upon 

antigen-specific stimulation. 

To enumerate antigen-specific cells from bulk PBMC, 0.5*106 cells/well were 

stimulated with overlapping peptide pools as described above and kept in 

culture for 5 days. On day 5, cells were restimulated with peptide pools and 

FITC-labelled CD107a and CD107b antibodies were added to each well. After 

1h of incubation at 37°C, 2 µg/mL Brefeldin A was a dded and incubation was 

continued for 5 hours. Cells were then stained for CD4 and CD8 as well as 

CD107a and CD107b. After washing, cells were fixed and permeabilised with 

the Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD) according to the manufacturer’s instructions as 

described above. Subsequently, intracellular staining of the cytokine TNF was 

performed with APC-labelled antibodies. Cells were washed twice, 

resuspended in Perm/Wash buffer and transferred to FACS tubes. Flow 

cytometry was performed within the next 24 hours. FACS data was analysed 

with FlowJo. We calculated the stimulation index by division of the 

percentages of TNF+ or CD107+ cells in peptide pool-stimulated condition 

with the percentages of TNF+ or CD107+ cells in the DMSO control condition 

of each patient. Stimulation index of >2 was considered a positive response. If 

no positive cells were detected in the DMSO controls, we considered 

presence of positive cells in the stimulated conditions a positive response. 
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3.9. Patient cohort 

In total, 52 patients with HDV infection were included in this study. Samples 

from 49 patients were available for phenotyping. Forty-five patients were 

included in the proliferation assays. Blocking assays were performed with 

samples from 15 patients and degranulation experiments were conducted with 

samples of nine patients. Parameters of the total cohort of HDV-infected 

patients are given in Table 5. Ten HBV-monoinfected patients served as 

controls for phenotyping, characteristics of this group are shown in Table 6. 

Age, HBV DNA levels, HBsAg levels as well as ALT levels did not differ 

significantly between HDV-infected patients and HBV-monoinfected controls 

(t-test). Ten healthy individuals served as an additional control group (Sex m:f 

5:4; Median age 30 years, ranging from 25 to 58; one anonymous blood donor 

of unknown sex and age).  

 

Table 5: Demographics, virological and clinical parameters of the total cohort of HDV-infected 
patients 

 Median Range 

Sex (m:f) 32:20 

Age [years] 43 19 – 67 

HDV RNA log10 [copies/mL] 4.3 neg – 6.6 

HBV DNA log10 [IU/mL] 1.7 neg – 7.0 

HBsAg log10 [IU/mL] 3.9 neg – 4.6 

HBeAg positive 16 (31%) 

ALT [IU/mL] 71.5 16 – 337 

 

Table 6: Demographics, virological and clinical parameters of the HBV-monoinfected controls 

 Median Range 

Sex (m:f) 4:6 

Age [years] 43 26 – 59 

HBV DNA log10 [IU/mL] 2.9 neg – 4.8 

HBsAg log10 [IU/mL] 3.7 2.9 – 4.4 

HBeAg positive 5 (50%) 

ALT [IU/mL] 42 16 – 86 
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4. Results 

4.1. Frequency and phenotype of lymphocytes in 

hepatitis delta patients  

Characterization of cells, including those of the immune system, can be 

performed by staining of molecules expressed on their surface with 

antibodies. One fast and convenient way to analyze these stainings is by 

means of a flow cytometer, which can measure sets of antibodies labeled with 

different fluorochromes on thousand of cells within a few seconds. 

 

We performed extensive phenotyping of immune cells to evaluate their 

characteristics in 49 HDV-infected patients and compared the results with 

those from 10 patients with HBV monoinfection and 10 healthy subjects in 

order to detect possible differences between frequencies of certain cell types 

or their phenotypes. 

Frequencies of most common lymphocyte populations such as CD3+ T cells, 

CD4+ T cells (Figure 4A), CD3-CD56+ NK cells or CD56+CD3+ NKT cells 

(Figure 5A) did not differ significantly between the three groups studied here. 

CD3+ T cells had a mean frequency of 57.8% ± 12.7% of total lympocytes in 

HDV-infected patients, compared to 54.0% ± 12.2% in HBV-monoinfected 

controls and 61.0% ± 7.9% in healthy individuals. We detected a mean 

frequency of CD4+ T cells of 33.7% ± 10.0% in HDV-infected patients, 35.1% 

± 11.2% in HBV-monoinfected controls and 35.8% ± 7.8% in healthy 

individuals. The mean frequencies of NK cells were 10.5% ± 5.9% in HDV-

infected patients, 9.3% ± 6.6% in HBV-monoinfected controls and 9.4% ± 

6.2% in healthy individuals. We found 4.7% ± 3.8% NKT cells in HDV-infected 

patients, 3.0% ± 2.2% in HBV-monoinfected controls and 3.8% ± 2.9% in 

healthy individuals. 

The frequency of CD8+ cytotoxic lymphocytes (Figure 4A) was significantly 

elevated in the group of HDV-infected patients (26.0% ± 8.0%) compared to 

HBV-monoinfected controls (19.6% ± 5.4%) and healthy individuals (21.5% ± 

6.2%) (p=0.027, ANOVA). Frequencies of natural killer cell populations 
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defined by low or high expression of CD56 (NKdim: 7.2% ± 4.3% in HDV-

infected patients vs. 8.8% ± 7.2% in HBV-monoinfected controls vs. 7.3% ± 

5.0% in healthy subjects and NK bright: 0.9% ± 0.6% in HDV vs. 0.8% ± 0.8% 

in HBV vs. 0.7% ± 0.4% in healthy) (Figure 5A) as well as their TRAIL 

expression did not differ (Figure 5B), even though a tendency of higher 

TRAIL-expression on CD56-dim cells in HDV-infected patients might have 

been evident. The expression of the activation marker CD38, the NK cell 

receptors CD161 and CD244 (2B4) as well as the exhaustion marker CD279 

(PD-1) on CD8+ T cells was also not different between the groups (Figure 

4B), whereas expression of the senescence marker CD57 was significantly 

upregulated on CD8+ T cells of HDV-infected patients (11.1% ± 5.9%) 

compared with HBV-monoinfected controls (7.2% ± 3.1%) or healthy subjects 

(7.1% ± 3.9%) (Figure 4C, p=0.036, ANOVA).  

 

Figure 4: Frequency of T lymphocyte populations CD3+, CD4+ and CD8+ cells (A) and 
expression of CD38, CD57, CD161, 2B4 and PD-1 on CD8+ cells (B). All values are percent 
of positive cells, individual results are shown as well as mean values and standard deviations. 
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Figure 5: Frequencies of NK cells, NKT cells and CD56dim and CD56bright NK cells (A) and 
TRAIL expression on total NK cells, dim NK cells and bright NK cells (B). 
 
We observed a high interindividual variance of both cell frequencies and 

expression of specific markers within all three groups as well as between the 

groups. Overall, the frequences of most common lymphocyte populations 

were similar in HDV-infected patients and the two controls groups, while CD8+ 

cell frequency was elevated in HDV-infected patients.  
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As most lymphocyte frequencies overall did not differ between HDV-infected 

patients and HBV-monoinfected controls as well as healthy individuals, we 

next investigated if immune phenotypes are associated with virological and 

clinical characteristics of the hepatitis delta infection. Patients were stratitfied 

according to HDV replication (serum HDV RNA levels: negative, <100,000 

copies/mL or >100,000 copies/ml), different markers of HBV replication, 

serum HBV DNA levels (negative, <2,000 IU/mL or >2,000 IU/mL) , HBsAg 

levels (<100 IU/mL, 100-10,000 IU/mL or >10,000 IU/mL) as well as the status 

of HBeAg (positive or negative) and for ongoing liver pathology indicated by 

ALT levels in serum (<ULN (upper limit normal: 45 U/L for men and 34 U/L for 

women), <2ULN or >2ULN). Patient numbers for the respective groups are 

shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Grouping of patients according to the clinical parameters HDV RNA levels, HBV DNA 
levels, ALT levels, HBsAg levels and HBeAg status. 

HDV RNA negative <100,000 copies/mL >100,000 copies/mL 

n 13 21 15 

HBV DNA negative <2,000 IU/mL >2,000 IU/mL 

n 9 33 7 

HBsAg <100 IU/mL 100-10,000 IU/mL >10,000 IU/mL 

n 7 17 15 

HBeAg negative positive 

n 33 16 

ALT <ULN <2ULN >2ULN 

n 11 15 23 

 

While we found high inter-individual variances within the groups and between 

the groups, similarly to what we have seen in comparison to the HBV-

monoinfected controls and healthy subjects, we found no obvious correlations 

between phenotype of immune cells and clinical parameters. Only CD8+ T cell 

frequencies between patients grouped according to their HBsAg levels was an 

exception. In patients with HBsAg levels above 10,000 IU/mL serum, 

frequencies of CD8+ T cells were significantly reduced (HBsAg <100 IU/mL: 

27.5% ± 4.6%, HBsAg 100-10,000 IU/mL: 27.9% ± 7.8%, HBsAg >10,000 

IU/mL: 21.7% ± 8.3%, p=0.044, ANOVA). Complete results are summarized in 

Table 8 to Table 12 
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Table 8: Immune phenotyping in HDV-infected patients grouped for HDV RNA levels.  

Population Defined by: 
HDV RNA 
negative 

HDV RNA 
<100,000 

cp/mL 

HDV RNA 
>100,000 

cp/mL 

p-
value 

CD3+ T cells 
CD3+CD56- of 
lymphocytes 

58.0 ± 12.7 57.0 ± 13.6 58.7 ± 12.4 ns 

CD4+ T cells 
CD4+CD8- of 
lymphocytes 

36.1 ± 7.3 33.8 ± 10.3 31.5 ± 11.5 ns 

CD8+ T cells 
CD8+CD4- of 
lymphocytes 

28.5 ± 5.3 25.2 ± 8.6 24.8 ± 8.9 ns 

NK cells 
CD56+CD3- of 
lymphocytes 

9.6 ± 5.2 10.3 ± 4.9 11.4 ± 7.6 ns 

L
y
m

p
h

o
c
y
te

 p
o

p
u

la
ti

o
n

s
 

NKT cells 
CD56+CD3+ of 
lymphocytes 

5.4 ± 4.4 3.8 ± 3.3 5.2 ± 3.9 ns 

Dim NK cells 
CD3-CD56dim of 

lymphocytes 
6.4 ± 4.4 7.5 ± 3.6 7.3 ± 5.1 ns 

Bright NK 
cells 

CD3-CD56bright 
of lymphocytes 

0.9 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.7 ns 

TRAIL on 
total NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56+ 

2.6 ± 2.5 2.4 ± 2.1 1.5 ± 0.8 ns 

TRAIL on 
dim NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56dim 

1.6 ± 1.5 1.5 ± 0.9 1.5 ± 0.8 ns 

N
K

 c
e
ll

s
 

TRAIL on 
bright NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56bright 

6.1 ± 5.4 4.8 ± 4.7 3.7 ± 5.4 ns 

CD38 
CD38+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

9.9 ± 5.7 9.8 ± 4.7 9.1 ± 7.2 ns 

CD57 
CD57+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

13.1 ± 7.3 10.7 ± 5.9 9.9 ± 4.5 ns 

CD161 
CD161+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
7.8 ± 3.7 6.1 ± 3.0 7.4 ± 5.2 ns 

CD244  
(2B4) 

CD244+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

16.2 ± 10.3 12.7 ± 6.9 14.8 ± 11.1 ns 

C
D

8
+

 T
 c

e
ll

s
 

CD279  
(PD-1) 

CD279+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

0.3 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.5 ns 

Values given are mean percentages of positive cells ± standard deviations. P-values 
calculated with one-way ANOVA 
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Table 9: Immune phenotyping in HDV-infected patients grouped for HBV DNA levels.  

Population Defined by: 
HBV DNA 
negative 

HBV DNA 
<2,000 
IU/mL 

HBV DNA 
>2,000 
IU/mL 

p-
valu

e 

CD3+ T cells 
CD3+CD56- of 
lymphocytes 

53.6 ± 15.5 59.8 ± 12.1 53.6 ± 11.4 ns 

CD4+ T cells 
CD4+CD8- of 
lymphocytes 

33.9 ± 8.5 32.9 ± 11.0 37.2 ± 6.3 ns 

CD8+ T cells 
CD8+CD4- of 
lymphocytes 

28.7 ± 4.8 25.3 ± 9.1 25.2 ± 4.8 ns 

NK cells 
CD56+CD3- of 
lymphocytes 

11.8 ± 5.8 10.3 ± 6.2 9.4 ± 4.4 ns 

L
y
m

p
h

o
c
y
te

 p
o

p
u

la
ti

o
n

s
 

NKT cells 
CD56+CD3+ of 
lymphocytes 

4.2 ± 5.0 4.8 ± 3.6 4.4 ± 3.4 ns 

Dim NK cells 
CD3-CD56dim of 

lymphocytes 
8.8 ± 5.1 6.9 ± 4.1 6.5 ± 4.3 ns 

Bright NK 
cells 

CD3-CD56bright 
of lymphocytes 

1.0 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.1 ns 

TRAIL on 
total NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56+ 

1.7 ± 1.4 2.4 ± 2.1 1.9 ± 1.4 ns 

TRAIL on 
dim NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56dim 

1.5 ± 1.3 1.6 ± 1.1 1.4 ± 0.9 ns 

N
K

 c
e
ll

s
 

TRAIL on 
bright NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56bright 

4.3 ± 4.7 5.0 ± 5.5 4.2 ± 3.9 ns 

CD38 
CD38+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

7.5 ± 4.2 10.5 ± 6.4 8.0 ± 2.1 ns 

CD57 
CD57+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

11.9 ± 7.6 11.5 ± 5.8 8.3 ± 3.9 ns 

CD161 
CD161+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
6.2 ± 3.6 7.2 ± 4.2 6.3 ± 3.2 ns 

CD244 (2B4) 
CD244+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
13.8 ± 9.2 15.2 ± 9.5 9.9 ± 4.9 ns 

C
D

8
+

 T
 c

e
ll

s
 

CD279  
(PD-1) 

CD279+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

0.2 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.5 ns 

Values given are mean percentages of positive cells ± standard deviations. P-values 
calculated with one-way ANOVA 
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Table 10: Immune phenotyping in HDV-infected patients grouped for HBsAg levels.  

Population Defined by: 
HBsAg  
<100  
IU/mL 

HBsAg  
100-10,000 

IU/mL 

HBsAg 
>10,000 
IU/mL 

p-
value 

CD3+ T cells 
CD3+CD56- of 
lymphocytes 

56.4 ± 13.8 58.7 ± 13.4 56.7 ± 11.8 ns 

CD4+ T cells 
CD4+CD8- of 
lymphocytes 

35.8 ± 7.4 32.5 ± 9.2 34.9 ± 12.4 ns 

CD8+ T cells 
CD8+CD4- of 
lymphocytes 

27.5 ± 4.6 27.9 ± 7.8 21.7 ± 8.3 0.044 

NK cells 
CD56+CD3- of 
lymphocytes 

11.9 ± 5.0 10.0 ± 6.0 10.5 ± 6.2 ns 

L
y
m

p
h

o
c
y
te

 p
o

p
u

la
ti

o
n

s
 

NKT cells 
CD56+CD3+ of 
lymphocytes 

2.5 ± 1.9 5.0 ± 4.2 5.1 ± 3.5 ns 

Dim NK cells 
CD3-CD56dim of 

lymphocytes 
7.2 ± 4.5 7.0 ± 4.5 7.4 ± 4.1 ns 

Bright NK 
cells 

CD3-CD56bright 
of lymphocytes 

1.0 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.5 ns 

TRAIL on 
total NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56+ 

2.0 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 1.7 2.3 ± 2.5 ns 

TRAIL on 
dim NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56dim 

2.0 ± 1.9 1.6 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.8 ns 

N
K

 c
e
ll

s
 

TRAIL on 
bright NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56bright 

4.2 ± 5.0 4.2 ± 5.0 5.9 ± 5.4 ns 

CD38 
CD38+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

8.0 ± 6.1 10.3 ± 5.7 9.1 ± 5.7 ns 

CD57 
CD57+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

9.8 ± 5.9 12.5 ± 5.9 9.0 ± 5.4 ns 

CD161 
CD161+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
6.8 ± 4.1 7.6 ± 4.3 5.8 ± 3.1 ns 

CD244 (2B4) 
CD244+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
10.3 ± 6.2 15.6 ± 9.0 13.1 ± 10.0 ns 

C
D

8
+

 T
 c

e
ll

s
 

CD279  
(PD-1) 

CD279+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

0.3 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.3 ns 

Values given are mean percentages of positive cells ± standard deviations. P-values 
calculated with one-way ANOVA 
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Table 11: Immune phenotyping in HDV-infected patients grouped for ALT levels. 

Population Defined by: ALT <ULN ALT <2ULN ALT >ULN 
p-

value 

CD3+ T cells 
CD3+CD56- of 
lymphocytes 

59.0 ± 12.7 53.5 ± 14.1 60.0 ± 11.6 ns 

CD4+ T cells 
CD4+CD8- of 
lymphocytes 

35.3 ± 8.5 34.5 ± 10.8 32.4 ± 10.3 ns 

CD8+ T cells 
CD8+CD4- of 
lymphocytes 

28.5 ± 6.6 27.6 ± 6.2 23.6 ± 9.1 ns 

NK cells 
CD56+CD3- of 
lymphocytes 

11.4 ± 5.2 11.0 ± 4.7 9.6 ± 6.9 ns 

L
y
m

p
h

o
c
y
te

 p
o

p
u

la
ti

o
n

s
 

NKT cells 
CD56+CD3+ of 
lymphocytes 

5.3 ± 4.6 4.1 ± 3.5 4.8 ± 3.7 ns 

Dim NK cells 
CD3-CD56dim of 

lymphocytes 
8.0 ± 4.7 7.9 ± 3.7 6.3 ± 4.4 ns 

Bright NK 
cells 

CD3-CD56bright 
of lymphocytes 

0.9 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.7 ns 

TRAIL on 
total NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56+ 

2.3 ± 2.5 1.9 ± 1.2 2.4 ± 2.1 ns 

TRAIL on dim 
NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56dim 

1.7 ± 1.4 1.3 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 0.9 ns 

N
K

 c
e
ll

s
 

TRAIL on 
bright NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56bright 

2.6 ± 4.3 5.9 ± 4.4 4.9 ± 5.7 ns 

CD38 
CD38+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

9.4 ± 5.6 10.3 ± 5.2 9.2 ± 6.2 ns 

CD57 
CD57+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

12.7 ± 6.2 10.2 ± 6.1 10.8 ± 5.7 ns 

CD161 
CD161+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
8.8 ± 3.5 5.9 ± 2.8 6.7 ± 4.6 ns 

CD244  
(2B4) 

CD244+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

16.7 ± 7.3 13.6 ± 9.7 13.5 ± 9.4 ns 

C
D

8
+

 T
 c

e
ll

s
 

CD279  
(PD-1) 

CD279+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

0.3 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.5 ns 

Values given are mean percentages of positive cells ± standard deviations. P-values 
calculated with one-way ANOVA 
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Table 12: Immune phenotyping in HDV-infected patients grouped for HBeAg status 

Population Defined by: HBeAg negative HBeAg positive 
p-

value 

CD3+ T cells 
CD3+CD56- of 
lymphocytes 

58.1 ± 14.8 57.2 ± 7.1 ns 

CD4+ T cells 
CD4+CD8- of 
lymphocytes 

33.1 ± 10.1 35.0 ± 9.8 ns 

CD8+ T cells 
CD8+CD4- of 
lymphocytes 

26.8 ± 8.1 24.1 ± 7.2 ns 

NK cells 
CD56+CD3- of 
lymphocytes 

10.2 ± 5.8 11.0 ± 6.2 ns 

L
y
m

p
h

o
c
y
te

 p
o

p
u

la
ti

o
n

s
 

NKT cells 
CD56+CD3+ of 
lymphocytes 

4.1 ± 3.2 5.9 ± 4.7 ns 

Dim NK cells 
CD3-CD56dim of 

lymphocytes 
6.9 ± 4.2 7.7 ± 4.4 ns 

Bright NK 
cells 

CD3-CD56bright 
of lymphocytes 

0.9 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.5 ns 

TRAIL on 
total NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56+ 

2.3 ± 2.1 2.0 ± 1.5 ns 

TRAIL on dim 
NK cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56dim 

1.5 ± 1.1 1.6 ± 1.1 ns 

N
K

 c
e
ll

s
 

TRAIL on 
bright NK 

cells 

TRAIL+ on CD3-
CD56bright 

4.4 ± 4.6 5.5 ± +6.1 ns 

CD38 
CD38+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

8.9 ± 5.4 11.1 ± 6.2 ns 

CD57 
CD57+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

11.1 ± 6.0 10.9 ± 5.8 ns 

CD161 
CD161+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
6.8 ± 4.0 7.2 ± 3.9 ns 

CD244 (2B4) 
CD244+CD8+ of 

lymphocytes 
14.3 ± 9.6 14.0 ± 8.0 ns 

C
D

8
+

 T
 c

e
ll

s
 

CD279  
(PD-1) 

CD279+CD8+ of 
lymphocytes 

0.4 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.5 ns 

Values given are mean percentages of positive cells ± standard deviations. P-values 
calculated with unpaired t-test. 
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4.2. Antigen-specific proliferation of PBMC of HDV-

infected patients 

Proliferation upon antigenic stimulation is one of the hallmark functions of 

lymphocytes. To study proliferation of lymphocytes from patients with HDV 

infection, we performed 3H thymidine proliferation assays with stimulation of 

overlapping peptide pools from the entire hepatitis delta antigen (HDAg), the 

hepatitis B virus surface antigen (HBs), the hepatitis B virus core (HBc) 

antigen and the HBV polymerase (HBpol). 

 

 

Of the 45 patients included in this analysis, 21 patients (47%) did not show 

any positive response in the proliferation assay as determined by a stimulation 

index of >2 compared to spontaneous proliferation in the absence of antigen. 

Accordingly, 24 patients (53%) had at least one positive proliferative response 

and of those, 12 patients responded to only one single pool (27%). Ten 

patients showed a proliferative response to HDAg-derived peptide pools 

(22%). Eight of those only had a response to one of the pools (18%), while 

one patient responded to two of the HDAg-pools and one patient responded to 

four pools. Of the ten patients responding with a proliferative response against 

HDAg peptides, 5 patients had an additional response to one or more of the 

HBV peptide pools, while the other 5 showed no additional positive 

proliferative responses. Of the five HDV responders also responding to HBV 

pools, 4 had responses against more than one HBV pool.  

 

The strengths of positive responses ranged from stimulation indices (SI) from 

2.1 to 67 in one single case, whereas all other SI were not higher than 5.7. 

The mean stimulation index from all positive assays was 3.6, while the 

average SI of all negative assays was 1.1.  

 

Fourteen individual patients (31%) had positive proliferative assays against 

any of the HBV pools from HBV surface antigen, HBV core antigen or HBV 
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polymerase, but not against HDV peptide pools. Together with those five 

patients who also had proliferative responses against HDAg peptide pools, the 

total number of patients responding to HBV was 19 (42%). Thirteen patients 

(29%) responded to HBs antigen pools, 9 patients (20%) responded to HBc 

antigen pools and 8 patients (18%) to HBpol. Of note, no patient had a 

response against two or more HBpol pools and only one patient responded to 

two HBs pools, while five of the nine HBcore responders showed responses to 

two HBc pools. Response frequencies as well as mean stimulation indices are 

given in Table 13 and are visualised in Figure 6. 

 

Of all patients with proliferative responses, fifteen responded to one ore more 

pools of a single antigen: Six had responses exclusively to HBsAg pools, five 

were responders to HDAg peptides only, three patients responded to HBcore 

only and one patient responded solely to HBpolymerase. In the remaining 9 

patients, we observed eight different combinations of multiple responses: One 

patient responded to all four antigen-pools, two patients responded to all three 

HBV antigen pools, two patients responded to two different combinations of 

HBV pools (HBs + Polymerase or HBcore + polymerase, respectively) and 

four patients responded to different combinations of HDAg and HBV peptides 

(HDAg + HBs, HDAg + HBs + HBc, HDAg + HBs + HBpol or HDAg + HBc + 

HBpol, respectively).  

 

To determine if the clinical parameters HDV RNA-, HBV DNA-, HBsAg- or 

ALT-levels as well as HBeAg status correlate with type of proliferative 

response (response to HDAg, response only to HBV antigens or no 

response), patients were grouped accordingly and compared in χ2-tests. We 

could not find statistic correlations between type of proliferative response and 

any of the clinical parameters (Data not shown). 
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Figure 6: Frequencies of proliferative responses to overlapping peptide pools.  
Total number of responses in (A) and frequencies of patients individual patients responding in 
(B). Number above the bars indicate the number of response. The y-axis is scaled to 45, the 
total number of patients included in the proliferation assays. 
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Table 13: Absolute and relative numbers of responses per overlapping peptide pools including 
multiple responses from the same patients as well as numbers of responses from individual 
patients. 

Antigen  HDAg  HBs  HBc  HBpol 

Pool  A B C D E  A B C D  A B C  A B C 

n 2 2 3 5 2  4 5 3 2  6 7 1  3 4 1 Cumulative 
responses 
per pool % 4 4 7 11 4  9 11 7 4  13 16 2  7 9 2 

n 14  14  14  8 Cumulative 
responses 
per antigen % 30  30  30  17 

n 10  13  9  8 Responses 
from 

different 
patients % 22  29  20  18 

 2.7 2.4 2.9 3.1 4.5  2.5 15.6 2.3 2.3  3.0 2.8 2.0  2.4 2.8 2.1 
Mean 

Stimulation 
Index of 
positive 
assays 

 3.1  5.7  2.6  2.4 

 

In summary, antigen-specific proliferation of PBMC could be detected in about 

half of the patients tested. Overall, responses were more frequent against 

HBV antigens than against the HDAg, which were only found in about one fifth 

of patients: In total, ten patients had HDV-specific responses and 19 patients 

had HBV-specific responses. This difference was statistically significant 

(p=0.042, χ2- test). HDV responses must be considered multispecific, as there 

was no distinct focus on a single pool. Furthermore, we could not identify a 

dominant pool of the HBV pools or a dominant combination of pools or antigen 

to which patients responded preferentially. Of note, patients responding to 

HBcore often showed a response to more than one HBc pool, although not 

more patients responded to the HBcore antigen than to the other antigens. 
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4.3. Frequencies of regulatory lymphocyte populations in 

the peripheral blood of HDV-infected patients 

As proliferative responses to stimulation with overlapping peptide pools were 

detected in only about half of the patients, we hypothesized that this could be 

due to elevated frequencies of immunoregulatory lymphocyte populations. We 

analyzed the frequencies of regulatory T cells (defined by 

CD4+CD25+CD127low) and myeloid derived suppressor cells (CD14+HLA-

DRlow) in the peripheral blood of 49 HDV-infected patients as well as 10 

HBV-monoinfected controls and 10 healthy individuals by flow cytometry. 

Frequencies regulatory T cells (HDV 2.7% ± 1.6% vs. HBV 2.7% ± 1.0% vs 

healthy 2.9% ± 1.3%) were similar in both groups. While the frequency of 

myeloid derived suppressor cells was elevated in HDV-infected patients 

compared to healthy controls, this difference did not reach statistical 

significance (1.2% ± 1.0% in HDV-infected patients vs. 1.1% ± 1.0% in HBV-

monoinfected controls vs. 0.6% ± 0.4% in healthy individuals, HDV vs. 

healthy: p=0.069, t-test) (Figure 7A).  

Forty-four of the 49 patients included in the phenotyping were also part of the 

cohort of the proliferation assays. To investigate possible associations 

between proliferation response and frequencies of regulatory lymphocyte 

populations, we stratified those 44 patients according to their responses in the 

proliferation assays, groups being “HDV response” (n=10), “HBV response 

alone” (n=14) and “no response” (n=20). Between these patient groups, 

frequencies of regulatory T cells (HDV response: 2.4% ± 1.6% vs. HBV 

response: 2.9% ± 1.3% vs. no response: 2.9% ± 1.7%) and myeloid derived 

suppressor cells (HDV response: 1.4% ± 1.4% vs. HBV response 0.9% ± 

0.8% vs. no response 1.3% ± 0.9%) did not differ significantly (p-values 0.68 

for Tregs and for 0.42 for MDSCs; ANOVA) (Figure 7B). 

Grouping of HDV-infected patients according to HDV disease activity, HBV 

disease activity or liver pathology in the same manner as applied for the 

general phenotyping did not reveal any correlations between frequencies of 

regulatory lymphocyte populations and disease activity (Table 14).  
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Figure 7: Frequencies of the lymphocyte populations regulatory T cells (Tregs, left) and 
myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs, right) in comparison between HDV-infected 
patients, HBV-monoinfected controls and healthy subjects (A) and in HDV-infected patients 
grouped for proliferative responses (B). 
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Table 14: Frequencies of regulatory T cells and myeloid derived suppressor cells in HDV-
infected patients stratified for HDV RNA levels, HBV DNA levels, HBsAg levels, HBeAg status 
and ALT levels. 

Population 
HDV RNA  
negative 

HDV RNA 
<100,000 

cp/mL 

HDV RNA 
>100,000 

cp/mL 
p-value 

MDSC 1.3 ± 0.9 1.3 ± 1.1 1.0 ± 0.8 ns 

Treg 2.8 ± 1.6 2.8 ± 1.6 2.5 ± 1.5 ns 

 
HBV DNA 
 negative 

HBV DNA 
<2,000 IU/mL 

HBV DNA 
>2,000 IU/mL 

p-value 

MDSC 1.5 ± 1.2 1.1 ± 0.8 1.4 ± 1.3 ns 

Treg 2.4 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.6 3.0 ± 2.0 ns 

 
HBsAg 

 <100 IU/mL 
HBsAg 100-
10,000 IU/mL 

HBsAg 
>10,000 IU/mL 

p-value 

MDSC 1.4 ± 1.0 1.2 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.9 ns 

Treg 3.2 ± 1.6 2.6 ± 1.7 2.8 ± 1.3 ns 

 HBeAg negative HBeAg positive p-value 

MDSC 1.2 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 1.0 ns 

Treg 2.7 ± 1.5 2.8 ± 1.6 ns 

 ALT <ULN ALT <2ULN ALT >2ULN p-value 

MDSC 1.4 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 1.1 1.2 ± 0.9 ns 

Treg 2.5 ± 1.6 2.9 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.7 ns 
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4.4. Polyfunctional responses of T cells from HDV-

infected patients 

Besides proliferation, other important functions of T cells are production of 

cytokines and degranulation. Cells of the immune system produce and 

secrete cytokines upon activation. Both can be analyzed by flow cytometry. 

We measured production of TNF, one of the classical cytokines produced by 

type 1 T helper cells, by intracellular staining and the surface expression of 

CD107, which is a membrane protein of the lysosome and becomes exposed 

on the cell surface on release of cytolytic granules.  

 

In all of the nine patients included in this experiment we could detect a 

response to at least one of the HDAg pools or HBV pools. Dual responses 

(production of TNF and degranulation in the same cell) were more frequent 

than isolated degranulation or TNF production, both for CD4+ and CD8+ T 

cells. In CD4+ T cells, TNF production was more frequent than degranulation, 

while CD8+ T cells more often expressed CD107 than TNF. CD4+ cells more 

often showed dual responses than CD8+ cells. While each patient had a 

positive response, not all patients responded to all pools. The highest number 

of responses from different patients was found against HDAg and HBV 

polymerase peptide pools, with 7 patients showing a dual response of both 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Six patients had dual responses of CD8+ T cells 

against HDAg peptide pools, and CD4+ dual responses against HBs antigen 

and HBcore antigen peptide pools. A detailed overview of the response 

frequencies is given in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Frequencies of CD107 expression, TNF production and dual responses to peptide 
pool stimulation. (A) Numbers of individual patients responding to each antigen, (B) detailed 
frequencies to each antigen pool 
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4.5.  Restoration of proliferative responses by blocking 

of the co-stimulatory receptors CTLA-4 and PD-1 

Weak proliferation of lymphocytes in response to antigenic stimulation can be 

restored by blocking of co-stimulatory receptor molecules, such as CTLA-4 or 

PD-1 (in the later case achieved by blocking of PDL-1, the ligand of PD-1). To 

investigate if this also holds true in hepatitis delta infection, we selected 15 

patients of which PBMC samples were available to perform in vitro blocking 

experiments.  

Overall, proliferative responses could be improved in most patients by 

blocking of co-stimulatory pathways. In twelve patients (80%) we observed 

restoration for at least one T cell lineage; eleven patients (73%) showed 

stronger proliferation in one of the blocking conditions for both CD4+ T cells 

and CD8+ T cells. Seven (47%) of these had responses to the same blocking 

conditions in CD4+ and CD8+: Three patients (20%) responded to PDL-1, 

three patients (20%) to CTLA-4 and two patients (13%) to the combination of 

both blocking antibodies. Accordingly, five patients responded to different 

blocking conditions in CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells. Interestingly, among 

the different combinations of CD4 and CD8 responses, we did not observe a 

case of mixed CTLA-4 and PDL-1 response. 

In two patients (13%), neither CD4+ nor CD8+ proliferation was observed in 

any condition, while four patients had no proliferative responses for CD8+ T 

and cells three patients showed no responses at all for CD4+ T cells. Of note, 

one patient had the strongest response of CD4+ T cells without additional 

blocking. 
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Figure 9: Proliferative responses in blocking experiments for patients TAC, FOE, NAK, ASG, 
KRT, MTK, AHK and HHDN. CD4 responses are depicted on top of each panel, CD8 
responses at the bottom. Each line represents one pool (Symbols: Pool A = ●, Pool B = ■, 
Pool C = ▲, Pool D = ▼ and Pool E = ♦). Dotted line indicates the cut-off for assay positivity. 
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Figure 10: Proliferative responses in blocking experiments for patients MLK, FZB, NER, NYS 
LAW and ZRS. CD4 responses are depicted on top of each panel, CD8 responses at the 
bottom. Each line represents one pool (Symbols: Pool A = ●, Pool B = ■, Pool C = ▲, Pool D 
= ▼ and Pool E = ♦). Dotted line indicates the cut-off for assay positivity. 
 
 

Taking the virological and biochemical parameters into consideration which 

were already applied in chapters 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, revealed possible 

correlations between the restoration of proliferative responses and disease 

activity. Spontaneous CD4+ proliferation of at least two pools without blocking 

antibodies was found in two resolved patients with inactive disease (HDV 

RNA negative, HBV DNA negative, HBsAg negative, HBeAg negative and 

ALT>ULN). Of the six patients that are HDV RNA negative, three had CD4+ 

proliferation of more than one pool, in contrast none of the nine HDV RNA 

positive patients had spontaneous proliferation. In viremic patients, impaired 
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proliferation could be improved by blocking of co-stimulatory pathways, in 

seven out of nine patients for CD4+ cells and six patients for CD8+ cells. 

Combined blocking was counter-active and deteriorated proliferation as 

compared to single blocking in two cases each for CD4 and CD8. 
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4.6. HDV-specific cytokine responses in patients with 

chronic hepatitis delta before and during interferon-alfa 

treatment 

Grabowski J, Yurdaydìn C, Zachou K, Buggisch P, Hofmann WP, 

Jaroszewicz J, Schlaphoff V, Manns MP, Cornberg M, Wedemeyer H 

and the HIDIT-1 study group 

Liver International 

Volume 31, Issue 9, pages 1395–1405, October 2011 

Article first published online: 15 JUL 2011 

 

4.6.1. HDV-specific cytokine responses are detectable in patients 

with hepatitis delta 

We first studied the frequency and strength of HDV-specific cytokine 

responses in supernatants of 5 day cultures of PBMC from 17 HDV infected 

patients stimulated with overlapping peptide pools before antiviral treatment 

was started. Overall, an HDV-specific cytokine response was detectable in 16 

out of 17 patients.  

Antigen specific IL-2 responses were detectable in 9/17 patients (53 %), four 

of those showed responses against more than one peptide pool (Figure 11). 

All 5 peptide pools studied were recognised at a similar frequency with 3 (18 

%), 4 (24 %), 4 (24 %), 6 (35 %) and 4 (24 %) positive responses for pools A, 

B, C, D, E, respectively. In contrast, HDV-specific IL-10 responses were 

detected in only 1 patient (6%) who tested positive for pools A and C.  

IFN-γ and IP-10 responses were more frequent. IFN-γ responses were 

detected in 35% to 65% of the patients. Overall, 13 patients had IFN-γ 

responses with 10 patients showing a multispecific response against at least 2 

of the 5 pools. IP-10 responses were also frequent with 12 patients showing at 

least one cytokine response and 8 patients with multispecific responses. 

However, not all peptide pools were recognised at a similar frequency as 

response rates for IP-10 ranged between 6% for pool B to 59% for pool C.  
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The strength of each individual cytokine response is shown in (Figure 11B). 

The strongest responses were detected for IFN-γ followed by IP-10. While the 

responses appeared to be multispecific in most cases, more frequent 

responses were induced by pool A and C for IL-10 (Kruskal-Wallis test, 

p<0.001, U-Mann-Whitney test, Pools A vs D, A vs E p<0.001, Pools C vs B, 

C vs D, p<0.001) and pool C for IP-10 (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<0.05, Pools C vs 

B, C vs D, C vs E p<0.05). 

 

Figure 11: Antigen-specific cytokine responses in all patients (n=17) at baseline. PBMC were 
cultured for 5 days and cytokine production was measured in cell culture supernatants by the 
CBA assay. Cytokine production in the presence of peptides at least 2fold higher than 
cytokine production in the medium control was considered a positive response, frequency of 
positive responses displayed in A). Strength of cytokine response shown in B), depicted as 
stimulation index (SI). SI was calculated as the ratio of cytokine production in the presence of 
peptides divided by cytokine production in the respective medium control. Numbers on the x-
axis: n of patients without cytokine response. 

 
To analyse possible associations between in vitro responses and clinical 

disease activity, we correlated both ALT levels and HDV RNA levels in serum 
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with the frequency of cytokine responses. We did not find obvious 

associations between ALT values and in vitro cytokine responses. However, 

four of six patients with no or only one IFN-γ response had a high HDV viral 

load >100.000 copies/mL. In contrast, only three of nine patients with at least 

three positive assays for IFN-γ had high HDV RNA levels and one of those 

had a presumably counteracting IL-10 response. In addition, patients with high 

viral loads showed less frequent IL-2 responses (Table 15).  

 

 

Table 15: Comparison between HDV-RNA levels in serum and frequency of positive cytokine 
response in vitro 

Patient  HDV-RNA  Sum of positive assays 

  [copies/mL]  IL-2  IL-10  IP-10  IFNg 

118  < 100,000  1  0  3  3 

112  < 100,000  0  0  1  5 

160  < 100,000  3  0  0  0 

114  < 100,000  1  0  2  5 

101  < 100,000  1  0  1  3 

151  < 100,000  5  0  4  5 

103  < 100,000  0  0  0  1 

102  < 100,000  4  0  0  4 

158  > 100,000  1  0  5  5 

154  > 100,000  0  0  1  0 

153  > 100,000  0  0  0  1 

115  > 100,000  0  2  1  3 

132  > 100,000  1  0  2  1 

122  > 100,000  0  0  3  5 

117  > 100,000  0  0  0  0 
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4.6.2. HDV-specific cytokine responses decline during treatment 

with pegylated-Interferon-alfa-2a 

As significant HDV-specific cytokine responses were detected in patients with 

delta hepatitis, we wondered if these responses changed during treatment 

with PEG-interferon-alfa-2a. We studied 12 patients from the recently 

published HIDIT-I trial (Wedemeyer et al., 2011) for whom sufficient amounts 

of viable PBMC were available during PEG-interferon-alfa-2a therapy. Five of 

these patients tested HDV RNA negative at least once during or after 

treatment. 

It is widely accepted that interferon-alfa treatment alters cytokine patterns. 

Indeed, all cytokines studied here showed changes during or after therapy 

(Figure 12). The frequency of mean positive assays per patient for IP-10 was 

higher in interferon-alfa responder patients than in non-responder patients 

before therapy (2.40 for responders vs. 0.86 for non-responders, p<0.05). 

During treatment, IP-10 production declined in both groups. After IFN-alfa 

treatment, frequencies of IP-10 production inclined again and differed 

significantly between the two groups (2.80 for responders vs. 0.57 for non-

responders, p<0.05). 

 

Patients not responding to therapy showed a tendency towards fewer IL-2 and 

IFN-γ responses than responder patients both before and during treatment. In 

contrast, IL-10 responses in IFN non-responder patients seemed to be more 

frequent compared to the group of responding patients, but did not reach 

statistical significance (Figure 12). 

Specificity of the HDV-specific responses did not change during treatment as 

responses against all peptide pools were detectable throughout therapy and 

there were no obvious differences of the specificity between responders and 

non-responder patients (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Comparison of cytokine response frequencies in patients responding to interferon-
alfa treatment and patients not responding to interferon-alfa therapy over the observation 
period of 72 weeks. Differently shaded areas of the bars represent the different pools of HDAg 
peptides. Asterisks indicate significant differences (p<0.05) between responder and non-
responder patients. 
 

4.6.3. HDV-specific cytokine responses and clinical courses during 

treatment 

We next investigated if quantitative cytokine production differed between 

individual patients during the course of therapy and if correlations with clinical 

and virological markers of liver disease were evident. Six representative 

patients are shown in figure 3. Two out of three patients who showed a 

transient or sustained negativation of HDV-RNA displayed IFN-γ and IL-2 

responses before and during treatment (Figure 13A). In contrast, IFN-γ 

responses were almost completely absent in non-responder patients (Figure 

13B). However, there was no obvious direct correlation between HDV RNA, 

ALT levels and HDV-specific cytokine responses during treatment. 
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Figure 13: Individual courses for 3 patients responding to interferon-alfa treatment in (A) and 3 
patients not responding to interferon-alfa treatment in (B) for the 72 weeks of observation. 
Clinical course represented by HDV-RNA level, HBsAg level and ALT level are shown in the 
left column. The other columns show quantitative concentrations of the cytokines IL-2, IL-10, 
IFN-gamma and IP-10 in cell culture supernatants during the course of the study. The gray 
shaded area indicates the spontaneous cytokine production in medium, only values higher 
than medium values are considered. 
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4.6.4. Antigen-specific production of IP-10 on cellular level 

Few studies have yet described antigen-specific IP-10 responses in cell 

culture supernatants. The high frequency of antigen-specific IP-10 production 

after 5 days of in vitro stimulation was unexpected (Figure 11). We found a 

direct correlation between IFN-γ and IP-10 levels in cell culture supernatants 

at week 0 (Figure 14). Thus, we wondered which cell subset in the peripheral 

blood was producing the IP-10 detected in cell culture supernatants upon 

stimulation with HDAg-derived peptides. To identify the responsible cell 

population, intracellular staining for IP-10 was performed. As shown in Figure 

14B, the strongest production of IP-10 was observed in CD14+ cells. CD14+ 

cells produced IP-10 already even when not being stimulated, and 

upregulated IP-10 production both upon stimulation with IFN-γ as well as with 

HDV peptides (Figure 14C).  
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Figure 14: (A) Correlation of IFN-gamma and IP-10 in cell culture supernatants. Histograms in 
(B) compare IP-10 production in different subsets of mononuclear cells of the peripheral blood 
in unstimulated state and after stimulation with IFN-gamma. (C) Comparison of antigen 
specific IP-10 production in CD14+ cells upon peptide pool stimulation in comparison with 
unstimulated condition (DMSO) in one representative peptide pool. IFN-gamma serves as a 
positive control 

 

4.6.5. Kinetics of serum cytokines during and after treatment 

As HDV-specific cytokine responses could be detected in cell culture 

supernatants after in vitro stimulation, we finally investigated serum cytokine 

levels in a larger cohort of patients undergoing interferon-alfa treatment within 
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the HIDIT-1 study. Serum levels of IL-10, IFN-γ and IP-10 were investigated in 

13 responder (at least 2log decline of HDV RNA according to the definition 

described in the original publication (Wedemeyer et al., 2011)) and 15 non-

responder patients before and during PEG-interferon-alfa-2a treatment, mean 

values are plotted in Figure 5.  

The course of serum IL-10 levels was very similar in both groups. After a 

significant increase from 3.7 pg/mL to 5.9 pg/mL in non-responders and 5.0 

pg/mL to 7.2 pg/mL in responder patients until week 30 (Wilcoxon test, p<0.05 

for both patient groups) mean serum IL-10 concentrations decreased again 

until week 72 to 4.6 pg/mL in non-responders and 4.3 pg/mL in responders, 

respectively (Figure 15A). Interferon-gamma levels in serum tended to differ 

between responder and non-responder patients. From week 0 to week 48, 

serum interferon-gamma levels increased in responder patients from 7.4 

pg/mL to 9.8 pg/mL while they declined in non-responder patients from 3.9 

pg/mL to 3.6 pg/mL (p=0.29 at week 0 and p=0.08 at week 48). After 

treatment cessation, the opposite was observed. IFN-γ levels in responder 

patients declined to 8.1 pg/mL and levels in non-responder patients increased 

to 7.0 pg/mL (p=0.65) (Figure 15B).  

IP-10 levels in serum showed a comparable trend in both patient groups. 

Between week 0 and week 30 there was a clear increase from 869.6 pg/mL to 

1908.7 pg/mL in non-responders and 1373.8 pg/mL to 2479.6 pg/mL in 

responder patients, respectively. Until week 72 the serum IP-10 levels 

decreased again, but remained elevated compared to baseline (1528.1 pg/mL 

in non-responders and 1891.3 pg/mL in responders). Differences between the 

baseline values and subsequent follow-up time-points were statistically 

significant (Wilcoxon test, p<0.05) in the group of non-responder patients and 

for week 48 in the responder patient group (Figure 15C). 
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Figure 15: Levels of the cytokines IL-10 (A), IFN-gamma (B) and IP-10 (C) in serum of 
responder (n=13, dotted gray line) and nonresponder patients (n=15, solid black line) at week 
0, 30, 48 and 72 of the study. Significant differences (p<0.05) between the week 0 and later 
timepoints indicated by asterisks 
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5. Discussion 

The aim of this thesis was to provide a comprehensive overview of the role of 

the cellular immune system in persistent HDV infection. Several aspects of 

this central goal were addressed in different sets of experiments. We 

performed immunophenotyping of lymphocytes from the peripheral blood of 

hepatitis delta patients. Different functions of lymphocytes of HDV-infected 

patients were studied. Proliferative capacities upon antigenic stimulation of 

immune cells were analysed by 3H thymidine incorporation and degranulation 

as well as cytokine production upon stimulation with HDAg was studied by 

flow cytometry. To improve proliferative responses, blocking of the co-

stimulatory molecules CTLA-4 and PD-1 was performed. Furthermore, we 

analysed the cytokine production in patients undergoing interferon-alfa 

treatment of hepatitis delta before and during the course of therapy. 

The findings obtained from these experiments will be discussed separately in 

the following and put into context of the current knowledge of the immunology 

of viral hepatitis infections. 

 

5.1. Frequency and phenotype of lymphocytes in 

hepatitis delta patients are not different from those in 

patients with HBV monoinfection or healthy individuals 

The comprehensive phenotyping showed virtually no differences between 

frequencies of lymphocyte populations in HDV-infected patients, HBV-

monoinfected controls as well as healthy individuals. Furthermore, we did not 

detect major differences in the cellular composition of the immune system in 

different groups of hepatitis delta patients stratified for virological parameters 

or disease activity. The frequencies of CD3+ T cells as well as CD4+ T helper 

cells did not differ between HDV-infected patients and the control groups or 

within the different groups of HDV-infected patients. However, the frequency 

of CD8+ T cells was significantly elevated in HDV-infected patients compared 

to the control groups. This could be a first evidence for a special role of CD8+ 
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T cells in HDV pathology. In other hepatitis virus infection, the influence of 

CD8+ T cells is well studied. In HBV infection, both viral clearance as well as 

liver pathology is mediated by CD8+ T cells (Thimme et al., 2003). In hepatitis 

C virus infection, strength and quality of CD8+ T cell responses determine if 

acute infections will be cleared or progress to chronicity (Lechner et al., 

2000a; Lechner et al., 2000b). Furthermore, the contribution of CD8+ T cells 

to protection from persistent infection was shown in chimpanzees by depletion 

of CD8+ T cells (Shoukry et al., 2003). Such studies on the role of CTL in 

HDV have not been performed so far. Immunological studies in HDV are 

hampered by the lack of defined immunogenic epitopes of the hepatitis delta 

antigen, which make the detailed analysis of antigen-specific immune cells 

impossible. While the use of overlapping peptide pools is a valuable surrogate 

approach to overcome this limitation, the cells analysed must still be 

considered bulk cells. Expression patterns of most markers on CD8+ cells that 

we analysed did not differ significantly between HDV-infected patients, HBV 

controls and healthy individuals. It is still possible that there are differences on 

antigen-specific cells which do not translate to the total bulk population. While 

we have shown elevated expression of the NK cell receptor CD244 (2B4) in 

patients with persistent as well as acute hepatitis C infection in a recent study 

(Schlaphoff et al., 2011), we did not find the same here in HDV-infected 

patients. In the aforementioned study, the elevation of 2B4 was even more 

pronounced on antigen-specific, tetramer-positive CD8+ T cells as compared 

to bulk CD8+ T cells. We can not exclude that this elevation also exists in 

HDV infection, even though no differences were evident on bulk CD8+ cells.  

CD57 is a marker of cellular senescence and characterizes cells that have 

reached a state of terminal differentiation. Elevated expression levels of CD57 

have been associated with higher PD-1 levels and thus an exhausted state of 

virus-specific cytotoxic lymphocytes in persistent hepatitis C virus infection 

(Golden-Mason et al., 2007). A recent review article on the role of 

CD57+CD8+ T cells in health and disease (Strioga et al., 2011) suggests that 

upregulation of CD57 is not to be confused with exhaustion, as the latter can 

be at least partially reverted and cells can regain their functions if the 

exhaustion-associated molecules are manipulated. In contrast, cell 

senescence must be considered an irreversible state. While we found no 
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upregulation of PD-1, we detected significantly increased expression of CD57 

on total CD8+ T cells. This has also been described in hepatitis C virus 

infection (Manfras et al., 2004), in human cytolomegavirus (HCMV) infection 

(Kern et al., 1999) as well as in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection 

(Brenchley et al., 2003). The meaning of this finding is not fully understood. 

Elevated frequencies of CD8+CD57+ cells can also be found in older healthy 

individuals. While our HDV patient cohort was significantly older than the 

healthy control group, age did not differ between HBV monoinfected controls 

and HDV-infected patients. This suggests that elevated CD57 frequency in 

HDV-infected patients is probably not only an age effect. In an earlier study 

from our group, elevated frequencies of perforin-positive, cytotoxic CD4+ T 

cells were found in patients with HDV infection and this finding was especially 

pronounced in older patients (Aslan et al., 2006). Taken together, this 

suggests that a “premature ageing” of the immune system takes place in 

persistent HDV infection. 

All other markers on CD8+ T cells studied here did not differ between HDV-

infected patients and the controls groups of HBV monoinfected patients and 

healthy individuals. Furthermore, the frequencies of different NK cell 

populations characterized by their levels of CD56 expression as well as TRAIL 

production on these NK cell populations was not found to be different in HDV-

infected patients compared to HBV controls or healthy subjects. NK cells play 

an important part in cancer as well as in viral infections (Orange and Ballas, 

2006). In other settings of viral hepatitis, NK cells have been ascribed an 

important role for immunpathological effects. In chronic HBV infection, NK 

cells participate in liver pathology (Dunn et al., 2007). Previous studies from 

our group did not detect upregulation of TRAIL on NK cells in chronic HCV. In 

acute hepatitis C, TRAIL expression was increased by treatment with IFNa 

(Stegmann et al., 2010). A similar effect was reported in persistent HCV 

infection, where virus-induced IFNa led to polarization of NK cells towards 

cytotoxicity, with TRAIL upregulation and reduced IFN-gamma production 

(Ahlenstiel et al., 2010). The possible trend towards higher TRAIL expression 

on CD56dim NK cells of HDV-infected patients might indicate a contribution of 

NK cells in HDV immunopathology. 
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Overall, these data suggest that HDV infection is not associated with a major 

defect in peripheral lympocyte composition; some evidence suggests an 

increase in senescent CD8+ T cells as in other viral infections. A more 

detailed analysis of the role of NK cell phenotype and function for the 

immunopathology of HDV infection is currently ongoing in our laboratory. 

Future studies should also investigate phenotypes of intrahepatic lymphocytes 

which may significantly differ from cells circulating in the blood. 

 

5.2. Antigen-specific lymphocyte functions are 

detectable, weak and multi-specific  

The next set of experiments aimed to get some insights not only in 

phenotypes, but also function of T cells. We therefore performed proliferation 

assays with PBMC from hepatitis delta patients. Proliferative responses upon 

stimulation with hepatitis delta antigen-derived peptides as well as peptides 

from the HBV antigens surface, core or polymerase could be detected in 53% 

of all patients included in the study against at least one antigen. The 

frequency of proliferative responses against parts of the HDAg was 22%. This 

percentage is very similar to the earlier findings of Nisini et al., who found 

proliferation of PBMC in response to HDAg in 8 of 30 patients (27%) (Nisini et 

al., 1997) and identified four HLA class II-restricted epitopes on the HDAg. 

HLA class I-restricted epitopes in HDV have so far only been described in one 

study (Huang et al., 2004). Huang and colleagues used bioinformatical 

prediction methods to identify candidate epitopes and screened for antigen-

specific cells in patients with chronic HDV. They included only four patients in 

their study and detected cells specific for the HDAg-amino acids 26-34 and 

43-51 in two HLA-A2-positive patients with inactive disease. These epitopes 

are part of the peptide from pool A in our experiments. Frequent responses to 

these particular epitopes were not found in our study, although 53% of 

patients with known HLA-A2 type were A2-positive. In contrast to the findings 

of Nisini et al. and Huang et al., we did not find a distinct focus on particular 

epitopes.  
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T cells have other functions besides proliferation. They can also act cytotoxic 

on target cells through perforin or granzyme released from granules inside the 

cell. Through the production and release of cytokines they perform direct 

antiviral functions and stimulate migration and activation of other immune 

cells. In exhausted T cells, these functions as well as proliferative potential, 

fade away (Wherry, 2011). We analysed degranulation and production of TNF 

upon stimulation with HDV peptides and HBV peptides in order to assess 

functionality and specificity of T cells in HDV-infected patients. We detected 

both production of TNF as well as surface expression of CD107 in the majority 

of patients studied. Similar to the proliferation assays, we did not find a clear 

focus on certain regions of the hepatitis delta antigen. Overall, T cells with 

dual function were more frequent than cells that were single-positive for either 

TNF or CD107 expression. This suggests that T cells in HDV infection are not 

fully exhausted. Although they seem partially functionally intact, T cells are not 

able to achieve clearance of the persisting virus.  

Patients included in our study had an unknown HLA background and it must 

be assumed that both MHC I and MHC II alleles are quite diverse in these 

patients (Henry A.F., 2005). Accordingly, their immune systems will not 

necessarily recognize the same epitopes of the hepatitis delta antigen, 

resulting in a multispecific response like we observed it. Detailed knowledge 

of both the most important HLA types in the patients studied as well as distinct 

and well-established HLA-restricted epitopes of the HDAg would be crucial for 

analysis on the role of antigen-specific T cells in HDV pathology. Extensive 

HLA phenotyping of our HDV-infected patients is currently in preparation. 

Together with sequence data of the viral genome, this also allows insights to 

virus-host interaction in terms of escape from immune recognition (Timm et 

al., 2007). Viral escape is one of possible reasons for ineffective immune 

responses in viral infections.  

The frequency of immune responses to overlapping peptides from the 

hepatitis B virus antigens was significantly higher than the frequency of HDV-

specific responses. This emphasizes the important role of the underlying HBV 

infection that is always present in HDV-infected patients. While the virological 

aspect of this issue has recently gained some research attention (Schaper et 

al., 2010), the immunological aspect has never been investigated to our 
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knowledge. Five patients had proliferative responses exclusively to hepatitis 

delta antigen pools, while 14 of the HDV-infected patients in our study 

responded to HBV antigens only. This difference might be explained by the 

virological suppression of HBV replication by HDV. Lower HBV replication 

leads to lower HBV antigen presence, thus HBV-specific immune cells are 

less likely to be exhausted than HDV-specific cells. Furthermore, in patients 

responding to HBV core antigen pools, we frequently found responses to 

more than one core pool. In several previous studies, HBV core has been 

described as a particularly strong antigen (Bertoletti et al., 1991; Bihl et al., 

2008; Penna et al., 1996; Thimme et al., 2001a), which, according to our data 

seems also to be the case in HDV coinfection. 

Besides the aforementioned viral escape, the suppression of immune 

responses by regulatory lymphocyte populations such as regulatory T cells or 

MDSC can account for failure of viral clearance. We thus investigated in the 

next step, if frequencies of regulatory T cells or myeloid derived suppressor 

cells are altered in HDV infection. 

 

5.3. Frequencies of regulatory lymphocyte populations in 

the peripheral blood of HDV-infected patients are not 

significantly elevated 

Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are a special subpopulation of CD4+ T helper cells, 

which exert regulatory functions on other cell populations of the immune 

system by different mechanisms (Sakaguchi et al., 2009). They also 

participate in the regulation of immune processes in infectious diseases 

(Belkaid and Rouse, 2005). Their role in HCV infection is well studied and 

widely accepted (Boettler et al., 2005; Cabrera et al., 2004; Rushbrook et al., 

2005; Sugimoto et al., 2003). Elevated frequencies of regulatory T cells lead 

to a suppression of cytotoxic CD8+ T cell activity and prevent viral clearance. 

The same holds true for HBV infection (Stoop et al., 2005). In HDV infection, 

the role of regulatory T cells has not been studied so far. 
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In the present study, we did not find differences in the frequencies of 

regulatory T cells in the peripheral blood of HDV-infected patients in 

comparison with HBV monoinfected controls or healthy individuals. Thus, low 

rate of HDV-specific proliferation is not caused by inhibition through Tregs. 

Another regulatory lymphocyte subset is formed by the myeloid derived 

suppressor cells (MDSC). The possible contribution of MDSC to 

establishment of persistent infection by the hepatitis C virus through 

suppression of T cell responses has recently been postulated (Tacke et al., 

2011). In a mouse model of HBV infection, intrahepatic MDSC are believed to 

have immunsuppressive function (Chen et al., 2011). In the context of HIV 

infection, low rates of MDSC were found to be beneficial for the response to 

vaccination against HBV (Anthony et al., 2011). The role of MDSC for 

immuneregulation has much better been studied in cancer. In a study 

investigating the influence of MDSC in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 

immunity Hoechst et al. found elevated frequencies of MDSC in HCC patients, 

but rates of MDSC were similar in hepatitis C patients and healthy controls 

(Hoechst et al., 2008). In this study, a light increase in MDSC frequency was 

observed in HDV-infected patients, which, however, did not reach statistical 

significance. Thus, we cannot exclude at this stage a potential role of MDSC 

in regulating immunity against HDV. 

Overall, we found no strong evidence that the weakness of cellular HDV-

specific proliferative responses in HDV infection is caused by suppression of 

effector T cells through regulatory T cells. The possible role of MDSC 

deserves further investigation. Besides the actions of regulatory cells, 

exhaustion of T cells is another phenomenon that aids the virus to establish 

persistence. 
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5.4. Improvement of proliferative responses by blocking 

of the co-stimulatory receptors CTLA-4 and PD-1 is 

possible 

In persistent viral infections, immune responses are alleviated and our 

previous findings suggest that hepatitis delta is no exception from this rule. 

During the acute phase of an infection, the virus can be cleared by strong 

immune responses. Indeed, our group could detect the clearance of persistent 

hepatitis C during an episode of acute delta hepatitis (Deterding et al., 2009). 

Otherwise, the virus establishes persistence through a number of different 

mechanisms. Ongoing exposure to or high levels of viral antigen leads to 

exhaustion of T cells, resulting in weak or undetectable immune responses 

(Wherry, 2011).  

One of the cellular signalling pathways involved in T cell exhaustion is 

mediated by the molecule PD-1, a member of the B7-receptor family 

(Hofmeyer et al., 2011). It has been shown that functional inhibition of 

lymphocytes can be overcome by blockade of the PD-1 pathway via 

neutralizing antibodies against the ligand of PD-1, PDL-1; firstly, in a mouse 

model (Barber et al., 2006) and later on in vitro in the context of different 

human diseases, including hepatitis B virus infection (Fisicaro et al., 2010), 

hepatitis C virus infection (Penna et al., 2007; Schlaphoff et al., 2011) as well 

as chronic hepatitis E virus infection (Suneetha et al., 2011). Accoding to our 

findings, weak immune function in HDV infection can be improved by PD-

1/PDL-1 blockade in vitro as well. Blockade of the cytotoxic lymphocyte 

antigen-4 (CTLA-4) was equally effective to restore proliferation of T cells from 

HDV patients in vitro. Overall, an improvement of proliferative function was 

observed in twelve of the fifteen hepatitis delta patients studied here. Three 

patients responded to PD-1 blockade and three patients responded to CTLA-

4, while only three patients showed responses to combination blocking. The 

restorative effect was similar on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and more often seen 

in patients with HDV viremia in contrast to patients without detectable HDV 

RNA in serum. CTLA-4 is a coinhibitory receptor involved in the regulation of 

immune processes, and its blockade has been reported to improve T cell 
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function in HBV infection (Schurich et al., 2011). T cells of viremic patients are 

more likely to be exhausted due to constant antigen presence. Thus, 

proliferation can be restored more often in these patients. We have recently 

shown the effect of CTLA-4 blocking on proliferation of lymphocytes from 

patients with hepatitis E virus infection (Suneetha et al., 2011). While our 

findings in HEV infection and HDV infection are very similar, we did not find a 

synergistic effect of combined blocking of CTLA-4 and PD-1. This in in 

contrast to a previous report in HCV infection (Nakamoto et al., 2008). Our 

experience in the setting of HCV from blocking of PD-1 and crosslinking 2B4 

(Schlaphoff et al., 2011) is that different individuals respond to different 

blocking approaches while mutual blocking often results in reduced 

proliferation compared to the effective single-blocking. The same holds true 

for HEV and, as we report here, HDV. We suggest that different patients 

utilize individual private patterns of co-stimulatory receptor usage. This 

finding, which we have independently made in three different hepatitis virus 

infections, has an important meaning for possible future therapeutic 

approaches aiming to target co-stimulatory molecules. It will now be important 

to investigate underlying mechanisms and to determine, why individual 

patients respond to different co-stimulatory molecules. 

 

5.5. Discussion from the paper “HDV-specific cytokine 

responses in patients with chronic hepatitis delta before 

and during interferon-alfa treatment” 

We also investigated HDV-specific cytokine responses in hepatitis delta 

patients undergoing treatment with interferon-alfa. The current data suggests 

(i) that HDV-specific cytokine responses are detectable in nearly all hepatitis 

delta patients, (ii) that these responses may be associated with HDV viremia 

levels, (iii) that HDV-specific cytokine production is altered during interferon-

alfa treatment. 
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It is well established for both HCV and HBV infection that virus-specific T cell 

responses contribute to the outcome of infection, both in acute as well as 

persisting infection. However, virus specific T cell responses determined by 

intracellular cytokine staining or by tetramer staining are usually rather weak 

in chronic hepatitis B and C (Rehermann, 2009). In our study, T cell 

responses against hepatitis D virus - although relatively weak - were 

detectable in the majority of patients with persistent HDV infection. While 

HDV-specific IL-2 responses were detectable in few individuals, more than 

half of the patients showed IFN-γ responses after in vitro stimulation of PBMC 

with HDV peptides. Of note, responses were not targeted against single 

distinct immunodominant regions of the HDV genome. Thus, future studies 

investigating HDV-specific immune responses should also apply our approach 

using overlapping peptide pools spanning the entire HDV genome to get a full 

picture of anti-HDV immunity. 

 

Only one study has been able to link HDV-specific T cell responses with 

disease activity in hepatitis delta (Nisini et al., 1997). Nisini et al. described 

HDAg-specific CD4 T cell responses in particular in patients with inactive 

disease. Here, we could not establish a clear link between distinct T cell 

responses and disease activity or viral loads. Nevertheless, due to the limited 

power of this study, we can not exclude a possible link between IFN-γ 

responses and HDV RNA levels. Also the type of immune responses such as 

Th1 versus Th2 did not reveal obvious associations with distinct clinical 

stages of the disease.  

 

The second most frequent cytokine detected in supernatant of cell cultures 

stimulated with HDV peptides was IP-10, also called CXCL10 (Neville et al., 

1997). IP-10 is a chemokine expressed in various tissues, immune cells 

including antigen-presenting cells and to a much lower extend on T cells but 

also on endothelial cells. In the liver, hepatocytes are the main source of IP-10 

(Zeremski et al., 2008). Besides its function as a chemoattractant acting on 

cells expressing the receptor molecule CXCR3, IP-10 also plays a role in 

effector T cell generation (Dufour et al., 2002). We here describe that IP-10 

may also be produced in an antigen-specific manner in vitro in response to 
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stimulation with peptides resembling the hepatitis delta antigen. These 

responses were not only frequent, but also rather strong with stimulation 

indices of more than 30 in individual patients. The obvious question is which 

cells were producing IP-10 in our in vitro culture system. We thus performed 

intracellular cytokine stainings and suggest that the main sources of IP-10 

were CD14+ monocytes and to a lesser extend also CD4+ T cells. One 

possible hypothesis besides direct HDV-specific IP-10 production by T cells 

could be that interferon-gamma released by T cells stimulated monocytes to 

produce IP-10. This hypothesis is supported by the observation of strong 

direct correlation between inferferon-gamma and IP-10 in cell culture 

supernatants. 

 

The only treatment option for hepatitis delta is administration of interferon-

alpha for at least 12 months (Cornberg et al., 2007). We recently showed that 

about one quarter of patients can be cured regarding HDV infection by 

therapy with pegylated interferon-alfa-2a and that 40 percent of the treated 

subjects experience at least a two log decline of HDV RNA during therapy 

(Wedemeyer et al., 2011). We had the chance to study antigen specific 

cytokine responses in a subgroup of twelve patients during treatment, five of 

those showed a least a transient negativation of HDV RNA. We first noted that 

overall antigen specific IL-2, IFN-γ and IP-10 responses decreased during 

therapy. This finding is well in line with various reports investigating T cell 

responses during interferon treatment of hepatitis C virus infection (Lauer et 

al., 2005; Pilli et al., 2007; Rahman et al., 2004). Several reasons may 

account for these observations including homing of virus-specific T cells to the 

liver as well as interferon-induced apoptosis of activated T cells (Wiegand et 

al., 2007). Furthermore we noted a possible difference in cytokine responses 

during treatment between responding and non-responding patients. In 

responding patients, production of IL-2, IFN-γ and IP-10 was more frequent 

than in non-responding patients, for IL-10 the opposite was the case. During 

treatment, frequencies of IL-2, IFN-γ and IP-10 production declined. 

Interestingly, we could only observe a restoration of antigen-specific T cell 

responses after therapy in responder patients. 
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Treatment response to interferon-based therapies has been associated with 

lower serum levels of IP-10 in patients with chronic hepatitis C (Lagging et al., 

2006; Romero et al., 2006). This is believed to be connected to the expression 

levels of interferon stimulated genes. We could not establish a similar 

association in patients treated with interferon-alfa in hepatitis delta. However, 

the increase of IP-10 levels in serum that we could observe is in accordance 

to the literature, as direct induction of IP-10 production through interferon-alfa 

treatment has been reported in vivo in low dose IFNa treatment of melanoma 

(Mohty et al., 2010) and in an in vitro setting (Padovan et al., 2002).  

 

Several limitations of this study need to be considered. While cytokine 

responses tended to be different between patients responding to treatment 

and patients not responding, these data would need to be confirmed in a 

larger group of patients and also to be investigated prospectively. In addition, 

not only HDV- but also HBV-specific immune responses need to be 

considered in the immunopathogenesis of hepatitis delta, in particular as 

fluctuating patterns of HBV and HDV dominance can be observed over time 

(Wedemeyer, 2010). Moreover, a comprehensive analysis of HDV-specific 

immunity should include the investigation of additional functional and 

phenotypic properties of immune cell. For instance, the here applied approach 

to measure cytokines only reflects the sum of cytokine release of various cells 

upon in vitro stimulation but gives no direct visualization of cytokine production 

of individual cells. Furthermore, as no immunodominant MHC-class-I 

restricted epitopes are known yet, it is not possible to analyse antigen-specific 

T cells in detail and also the cells in the peripheral blood do not necessarily 

represent the microenviroment in the liver. 

 

In conclusion we suggest that HDV-specific cellular immune responses 

contribute to the control of HDV infection and that cytokine responses may 

indicate response to type-I-interferon-based antiviral therapy of hepatitis delta. 
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5.6. Other possible reasons for the weakness of immune 

responses in persistent HDV infection 

Overall, the cellular immune responses we could detect in patients with 

chronic delta hepatitis were weak. We could not find evidence for a negative 

regulation of immune responses mediated by Tregs or MDSC as their 

frequencies were not elevated in comparison to our control groups. While we 

could detect proliferative responses, cytokine production as well as 

degranulation, weakness of these functions suggests that lymphocytes of 

patients with persistent HDV infection are at least partially exhausted. In line 

with this hypothesis, we could restore proliferation of T cells in the majority of 

patients by blocking exhaustion-associated signalling pathways.  

Besides negative regulation and exhaustion, there are more ways how viruses 

achieve chronicity. Viral escape was already briefly mentioned above. As HDV 

is an RNA virus, a high mutation rate similar to that seen in HCV 

(Noppornpanth et al., 2007) resulting in broad genetic diversity, can be 

expected. This assumption is supported by the fact that HDV has at least 8 

different genotypes (Le Gal et al., 2006). HDV pathology is believed to be 

immune mediated and different genotypes are associated with different levels 

of disease severity (Wedemeyer and Manns, 2010). Enhancement of 

cytotoxicity by modification of HLA-restricted epitopes has been reported 

(Huang et al., 2009), so the contrary case of diminished recognition is 

conceivable as well. Accordingly, immune escape of the virus caused by 

random mutations in immunogenic epitopes is a likely explanation for weak 

immune responses and the absence of obvious and defined epitopes, thus 

allowing the virus to persist unrecognised and unharmed. Future studies on 

the role of escape from immune recognition by hepatitis delta virus are in 

currently in preparation in our group. 

Furthermore, many viruses have established mechanisms of 

immunosuppression. Often, the pathogen interferes with the host’s interferon 

response. Several mechanisms have been described by which the hepatitis C 

virus silences the early innate response (Arnaud et al., 2010; Arnaud et al., 

2011; Garaigorta and Chisari, 2009; Meylan et al., 2005). The hepatitis B virus 
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has an inhibitory effect on the interferon-alpha production of plasmacytoid 

dendritic cells, which are the main source of endogenous type-I interferon 

(Woltman et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2009). Hepatitis D virus also possesses the 

ability to inhibit the interferon response by interacting with components of the 

JAK-STAT pathway (Pugnale et al., 2009) which is part of the signalling 

cascade mediated by interferon-alpha. Based on these reports, immune 

inhibition by suppression of the early steps of host response may also 

contribute and result in weak immune responses in hepatitis delta virus 

infection. 

Last but not least, the interplay of the two viruses HDV and HBV, which are 

both presents in hepatitis delta patients at the same time, needs to be 

considered. A negative effect of HDV on the replication of HBV has been 

described in patients, mainly in the context of a triple or quadruple infections 

with HCV or HIV (Arribas et al., 2005; Morsica et al., 2009). This was also 

shown in a cell culture model already 20 years ago (Wu et al., 1991). The 

successful development of a mouse model for the study of the viral 

interactions between HBV and HDV was recently reported (Lutgehetmann et 

al., 2011). Lately it was discovered that this inhibition is due to repression of 

HBV enhancers by HDV (Williams et al., 2009). Furthermore, there also are 

reports about mathematical approaches to explain viral dynamics and 

dominance of HDV (de Sousa and Cunha, 2010; Xiridou et al., 2009). The 

strong role of HDV that was also shown to result in clearance of chronic HCV 

in case of triple infection (Deterding et al., 2009) could not be observed in our 

immunological in vitro studies. Of note, the patient in the case report was 

suffering from acute HDV. The fact that we detected responses against both 

HDV and HBV peptides indicates that there is no clear immunological 

hierarchy. Moreover, HBV responses were not markedly suppressed. The 

immunological picture seems to be different from the virological one in terms 

of HDV-HBV interaction. 
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5.7. Limitations and drawbacks of this study 

The work presented in this thesis has several limitations, some of which can 

be addressed and avoided in future studies, some cannot. Our approach of 

screening for proliferative responses with overlapping peptide pools 

representing the entire hepatitis delta antigen has not lead to the discovery of 

distinct epitopes of the HDAg, which could be used for in-depth analysis of 

antigen specific immune cells in the future. While the use of overlapping 

peptides is a valuable method, it only allows the study of the bulk population 

of lymphocytes.  

Also, immune cells from the peripheral blood have been analysed. 

Lymphocytes in the liver can be functionally and phenotypically different from 

their counterparts in the periphery. Liver-infiltrating lymphocytes can only be 

obtained by liver biopsie, a procedure that is painful and a burden for the 

patients compared to blood drawing. Moreover, the number of cells that can 

be isolated from a fine needle biopsy is much too small to perform functional 

tests. 

Negative results obtained in terms of phenotype of immune cells should not 

be overestimated. Although the number of patients studied here is much 

larger than any other immunological study performed in the field of HDV 

research before, it is still a small group in terms of statistics. Controls were not 

truly matched for age and HBV status, and the heterogeneity of the patient 

group might cover up differences that could be present in particular 

subgroups. High variances and inter-individual differences are a common 

problem of immune studies performed in humans. 

All results described above where obtained in a cross-sectional manner and 

do only represent a snap-shot of the immune system from the time of blood 

collection. It would be necessary to perform longitudinal studies in order to 

understand how robust immune responses are over a longer time-course, as it 

is likely that the interplay of virus and host undergoes changes over time.  
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5.8. Biological and medical significance of the results 

We can draw several conclusions from the findings presented in this thesis 

that are relevant for the immune monitoring as well as treatment of hepatitis 

delta virus infection. Surveillance of cytokine levels in patients with delta 

hepatitis could become an important additional diagnostic tool, especially 

during IFNa therapy. Furthermore, knowledge on the connection between 

cytokine levels and immunopathological processes could help to improve 

existing clinical scores which are used to classify patients according to their 

disease status. Further longitudinal studies would be necessary to achieve 

these goals, especially as these tasks demand simple measurements 

performed from serum or from cells ex vivo but not after cultivation of cells, 

which can usually not be performed in routine labs. While we provided first 

insights into the role of different cytokines before and during treatment of HDV 

infection with interferon-alfa, we did not yet identify a robust biomarker for 

treatment response. Nevertheless, if biomarkers were identified with the 

multiplexed and rather complicated method of CBA, they could later be 

routinely measured with other, more simple methods such as ELISA.  

 

Although the phenotyping of immune cells did not reveal obvious correlations 

between certain immune cell subsets and the severe immunopathology that is 

observed in delta hepatitis, it still created valuable information. To our 

knowledge, the status quo of the immune system in HDV has never been 

studied in a large group of patients. In order to find out what the reason for the 

severity of delta hepatitis we need to rule out possible options that are not 

causing it. 

 

We have proven that restoration of weak proliferative responses is possible by 

blocking of CTLA-4 or PD-1. This finding was independently achieved in three 

different settings, HCV infection, HEV infection, and as reported here, HDV 

infection. Modulation of immune responses in vivo by administration of 

antibodies to immuneregulatory molecules is already used for the treatment of 

various types of cancers (Weiner et al., 2010) and targeting CTLA-4 was 

already clinically evaluated for melanoma therapy (Sarnaik and Weber, 2009) 
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and prostate cancer (Small et al., 2007). Therapeutic PD-1 antibodies are in 

preclinical development (Berger et al., 2008). Their use for the treatment of 

HIV and other viral infections has been considered (Kaufmann and Walker, 

2009), but no studies in vivo have been conducted so far to our knowledge. 

Based on our data, critical evaluation is needed for the choice of a potential 

therapeutic antibody for each individual patient.  

Interestingly, CTLA-4 antibodies have also been used to boost vaccine 

responses against melanoma (Yuan et al., 2011). While there is no vaccine 

against HDV yet, proof of concept-studies have been performed in both mice 

and woodchucks (Fiedler and Roggendorf, 2001; Fiedler et al., 2001; Huang 

et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2003) and showed successful induction of T cell 

responses after vaccination. Also for hepatitis C virus, numerous approaches 

for both therapeutic and preventive vaccines are undergoing (Torresi et al., 

2011). Thus, our findings can also be important for vaccine development. 
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